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Usn a developing being - the fourfold division of human life -
childhood, youth, maturity, and age -youth or adolescence a ver.1 signif-
icant period - only recent~ studied scientifically - several factors 
leading up to this st~dy - the stu~ of the child, the reformation of 
pr~Br.1 education, the rise of young people's societies - the new word 
adolescence, its meaning, yenrs it includes - the subdivisions of this 
stage, early, middle and later adolescence - these periods variously 
named. 
This thesis leads us to consider early adolescence - sometimes 
called the pubertal period - ~aning of puberty and limits of this stnge -
a period of radical changes, a critical time • The most obvious changes 
are the physical - bodily growth in height and weight - growth of reproduc-
tive oreana, heart, lungs, muscles etc. - "new baptism of vitality" -
changes in the nervous system and "connecting up" in the brain. The changes 
at this time not only physiological but rrental - the feelings more varied,. 
more intense, take a n~R emotional significance - marked also by an intel~~ 
lectual revolution, abstract truth understood, logical reasoning possible -
idealism begins, a tirr.e of visions -new social a~akening, awakening of the 
social consciousness - this reriod, also, l'!ISrked b:>• transition from egoism 
to altruism, mornl qualities rise rapidly, - "old thin~ passing away, all 
things becoming new," "the birth of a greater self" - by logical 
this natural period for ne~ religious awakening, new spiritual birth. 
Beside the argument fror.t inference no·rmal changes of pubertal period tend 
naturally to bring new epoch in religious experience - the intellectual 
expansion ~s possible new spiritual insight, the aroused social 
soiousness easily turned toward idea of getting into right relations with 
I (' 
SUpreme, fuller ethical sense, feeling of moral accountability has ripened, 
youth f'eels he must settle his relations with the higher law, with God, 
f'ace to f'ace with a great spiritual crisis. Also external evidence 
that early adolescence· is natural tim f'or so-ql' s a·.vakening, which means 
a religious crisis: 
1. The pubic rites, practically universal among primitive 
peoples, inducting youth into th~ civil and religious life of' the co~-
munity - crude often, yet a recocnition of the importance of this new 
religious epoch. 
2. The conf'iw.ation rite practiced by the Jewish and Christ-
1~ religions for generations occurs ordinarily in most branches_that 
use it some-.? here in the early nd.olescent yea!"s. 
3. Evidence of ac~urate statistics indicating that a large 
proportion of members of all churches ronde choice of religious life in 
this period. 
II. Religious awakenings in early adolescence not all alike, in 
this crisis individuals react differently: 
A. Several fairly distinct types 
1. Gradual growth, born and reared in a true religious 
atmosphere, transition to spiritual maturity with-
out any"hitoh or breaks." Edward Everett Hale -
such cases verrJ infrequent. 
2. Emotional conversion, nx>re or less of abruptness 
and intensity of emotion, typical case, in milder 
forms occurs in early adolescence. 
3, Spontaneous a7lakenirl8. first a\vnkening to a vital 
experience of religious truth, arises as nnturally 
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as a~ of the mental or physical. typical 
instances. 
4. Peaceful awakening. penitential elenent in-
conspicuous. quiet decision or religiously 
trained child when adolescent awakening comes. 
B. Explanation of these different types. w~ do Individuals 
react differently In this crisis - only recent-
ly aqy scientific atte~t to answer the question. 
one or the best b.1 Prof. George A· Coe - so~ 
factors in the exp;Lantltion on the surface. 
1. Sudden and striking conversions usually occur 
in comnunions Which value them highly and seek f 
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to realize that type. 
2. Change also trore rnarke·l and intense when one 
has sinned long and crievously - this difference 
may be noticed even between the opening and the 
I . 
closing years or early adolescence. 
3. Deepest factor. h~Never. or explanation or differ-
once between the sudden. dramatic conversion and the 
peaceful. quiet tr~nsformation. is that of te~ra-
toont 
c. Prof. Coe' s study - sought to find if there are certain tern-
• pernmental conditions that lead naturally to striking 
religious transformations and others thnt lend normal-
ly to trore uneventful experiences - his conclusion, 
three seta of factors favor attatnment or a striking 
religious tre.nsfonmtlon, the temperament factor, 
the factor expectation, and the tendency to auto-
matisms and passive suggestibility - the whole ques-
tion a ve~· complex one. 
D. Is there one ideal type of religious experience for all youth 
- in some quarters tendency to highly exalt sudden, 
emotional type and recofnize it as the only type - in 
some other quarters tendency to look upon the gradual 
type, the quiet, ethical spiritual transformation as the 
one type - latter often conceived as absolutely even 
growth to maturi~ without anw stages or culminating 
points - such cases rare - natural religious develop-
'· 
ment is epochal - the remarkable expnnsion of self in ,, 
early adolescence marks a new religious epoch and a 
natural spiritual crisis - even in the life which has 
been religious all along this period is, or necessity, 
a turni~g point for now there must be a definite per-
sonalizing or religion if the spiritual life is to go 
on normally - testimony of Coe, Koons, Lewis, and Star-
buck on this point - this personalizing of religion, 
this personal decision apt to be accompanied with at 
least some little friction or questioning 
III. Another question arises here, how best secure, in this crisis time., 
a decisive choice of the religious life. 
A. One method used is the revival - what a revival is -
is it a wise method. 
1. Some dangers, insisting on some type of experience for 
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ever,yboqy without ~ regard for age, sex or temper-
ament, tendency to extreme emotionalism which is apt 
to be followed b,y a gr~ve reaction, danger of forgett-
ing the importance of the gradual processes of instruc-
tion and training that necessarily precede and follow 
conversion, and each of due respect for the individual-
ity of others 
2. Some reasons why revival needed, view of President 
King of Oberlin, some people fitted by wture to respond 
most easily to soJI1e special appeal and for such revival 
• 
is peculiarly adapted to win a decision; the fact that 
character sets enrly and right choice is much to be desired 
suggests the use of every rational r.ethod, including 
the reviv&l,~o bring about right decision; revival provides 
opportunity for prolonr,ed and concentrated attention to 
the gre~t realities of religion Which tends to induce 
the "sober and strenuous mood" out of which our great-
est decisions corornonly grow; gives proper emphasis to 
feeling in religion; sane revival, in soMe respects 
appeals partieul~rly to early adolescence. 
B. Another method of bringing youth to a decision is decision 
~ - the weeks of prepar~tion by pastor, superintendent 
of the Sun~ school, and officers, and coOperation or 
pnrents - the day, the Sun~ School program, the appeal 
and signing of decision cards - some Shortcomings or the 
method, fqrm or social sugrestion often used is open to 
question, unfortunate effect upon those who year after 
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year refuse, tendency to expect too much of one 
day or a few weeks, danger of shiftless preparntion 
and failure to properly follON it up. 
c. A third method is the cqnfirmation class - found in the 
liturgical churches - ordinarily its members are in 
the early adolescent period - announcement and pro-
gram, length of course, the devotional side - confir-
mation and first cornwunion - are dangers .to be avoided, 
that the training may be merely intellectual and for-
mal, thct confirM<-tti on may be looked upon as an end 
instead of the beginning of a mature Christian life 
- it hns generations of practice behind it - best results. 
perhaps if it be a regular part of the Sund~ School in 
1;he intermediate department. 
D. One other method of leading youth to the choice of a religious life, 
educational evangelism - its purpose evangelistic, snme ns 
.. 
. 
the revival.- its method eclucational, brines people to God 
through the agency of education - the larger meaning of 
education, the development of the ipner capccities of the 
soul - child a living organism, a growing life, passes throukh 
severrl stages between birth and rr.a.turi ty - education aims 
to meet the needs of the child nnd help him to. live the 
fullest life at ench unfolding stage - following the prin-
ciples of general pedagof'S•, educational evangelism seeks 
by proper religious training to "call forth the fitting 
• 
response of the soul at every stnge of its gro•vth 11 but 
this problem becomes acute in enrly adolescence - through 
childhood educational evangelism aims to promote a quiet 
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and normal growth but with the coming of the period 
of personal choice at early adolescence its aim be-
comes directly evangelistic for adjustment to the di-
vine order now includes a free choice of obedience to 
God - this decision it endeavors to secure not by a 
strong appeal to the enotions but b:r the educational 
method - to wih thie decision of the will it relies 
chiefly upon the truths of the gospel taueht and 
"in\vroueht into the mnd by methods thnt are in 
essence educational" - :position of educational 
evaneelisrn, then, is that the child is in the king-
dom, needs only to be normally developed by broad 
relitr-ous training, end at early adolescence to choose 
the religic.us life will be a nntural and easy step. 
As to agencies used by educational evangel-
ism, it~ honors all religious agencies of the home and 
the church without any special services - princiral 
aeency the SWlday School - to do best \Vork it Mn3t be 
broadly educ~tionnl and graded - in the interrrediate 
department the religious instruction will have n directly 
evaneelistic aitl and will nnturally divelJ upon individ-
ual ethic~ and personal responsibility - it will be 
biographical with the study of the life of Christ cen-
tral.- great value of a strong Christian friend at this 
staee - educational evangelism in its brcadest sense in-
eludes personal evangelism ~ here opportunity for the 
true SUnday School teacher - ever.y pupil should be given 
somo appropriate opror~tni~ to make a definite choice 
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of the relieious life before he leaves the inter-
l'!lediate der>Brtment - every wise e.nd faithful teacher 
in this department will watch for the ~sychological 
roormnt to speak the quiet, earnest wrrd that may 
lead to a decision to lead e. Christian life - this 
follO\"led naturally by e. public confession of Christ 
e.nd entrance into the church and active Christian 
service - dangers to be euarded against - its par-
ticulnr field is youth - ~remises to becor.e chief 
reliance of the church In winning youth to do the 
will of God - the beginning of the Christian life in 
the soul - the work of the Holy Spirit. 
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Man is a developing being. Hence human life may be divided into 
different periods more or less clearly defined. In the light or an e~-
larging bo~ or scientific knowledge nur.e rous divisions of life have been 
made in recent years. Some of these schemes are more and some less valu-
able; some are quite simple and some are quite complex. The great primary 
divisions of man's life, however, were discovered long ego. Five hundred 
years before the beginning of the Christian era the ancient Greek philos-
opher, P,ythagoras, made this fourfold division of human life; child, one 
to twenty years; young man, twenty to forty years; rnan, forty to sixty 
years; old man, sixty to eighty years. The Omaha tribe of North Ameri-
can Indians divided life into four periods:-
1. Childhood, which began when the child was able to walk. 
2. Youth. 
3. :r.tnhhood 
4. Old age 
Indeed, as a broad outline, a fourfold division of man's life 
has been recognized by many primitive peoples. At the saMe tine, as far 
as it goes, this division into childhood, youth, naturity and ace is scient-
ific and meets all the demands of nodern scholarship. 
In some respects the most interesting and most significant period 
of humnn life is youth, those adolescent years lying between childhood and 
complete maturity. ~lhat is youth? A wide deep river, dividing child-
hood from manhood; a river which, like the river of death, must be crossed 
·.vithout bridce or boat; through which each soul must go; into whose turbid 
waters the child must descent alone, knowing well that beneath their flood 
his childhood will be buried to rise no more; a stream both broad and tur- I 
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bulent, not to be crossed in a day or a year; whose buoyant waters will 
indeed bear him up, but not without his efforts, whose currents Will land 
him somewhere on the other shore, but 0, so far down stream on the dusty 
plains of sordid, sinful manhood, fnr out of sight of those gree hills of 
childhood that were so near to heaven" (:Educational Evangelism, McKinley 
p. 12-13) 
So numerous and fundamental are the changes that usher in this 
period thnt the distinction between it and the preceding reriod has been 
recognized by all peoples in all aees as the widespread pubic rites clear-
ly indicate. It was left, however, for the present generation to make 
a special stu~ of youth - a period which was practically ienored by the 
philosophers and educators or former days. For "although from or old 
the bloom time of youth has been a favorite subject of literary art" it 
was only about thirty years ago that scholars began an accurate analysis 
and a scientific study of the phenomena of this period of life. The 
stimulus for this study carne partly from the growth of physiological psychol-
081, but more largely from educational needs. First came the children's 
era. The study of childhood preceded that of youth. Froebel and his 
follo·.Yers, making a scientific study of the mind of the child, opened the 
way for a bettor understnnding of the nature and needs of the child and 
revolutionized the s~·stem of elementary education. This new and accu-
rate investigation of the native interests and essential needs of child-
hood led naturally to a similar stady of the following :period or youth. 
"The development of primary education made imperative a reformation of 
secondary education." This, in turn, called for a larger nnd more inti-
'. 
mate knowledge or the distinctive characteristics of youth and n fnr more 
accurate underst~ding of the process by which tho child becomes a man. 
3. 
The rapid rise and multiplication or young people's religious societies 
in the latter pBrt of the 19th century also· raised new and iuportant prob-
lema which emphasized the need of a clearer and more comprehensive acquaint-
ance with youth. And although it may have been true formerly that the atti-
tude of most people was about this: "Childhood we kno·~ and manhood we know, 
but who or what art thou?" there has been in recent years a growing reoog-
nition of the critical importance of the 'teen age Bnd alrea~ an epoch mak-
ing work has been done in this field by expert scientists. 
The te~ that is now ordinarily applied to this ·period of youth 
in htman life is "adolescence." The word is from the latin ndolescentia 
from adolescere, to grow up, past participle adultas, grown up, English 
· 
11adul t" As comnonly used by writers on adolescence it designa.tes the 
period of growth that intervenes in every individuals life bet:;een child-
hood and maturity or complete adulthood. Dunglison' s J,:edicnl Dictionary 
defines adolescence as the :period of human life thrt lies between puberty 
and the tiJr.e nt which the bo~ acquires full development. In males, accord-
ing to this authority, the period extends from about the 14th to the 25th 
year or later, and in females from about the 12th year to the 21st year. 
Hence adolescence, although a sornewhat indefinite term, extends, speaking 
broadly from about the age of 11 or 12, when the first premonitory mental 
symptoms of puberty appear, to about 25 for males and 21 for females. These 
figures, however, it must alweys be remembered, are not absolute but only 
approximate. The recent tendency has been to extend the upper limits for 
both sexes. This is due, in pnrt, to the fact that the growing complex!~ 
of modern life, with the elaborate education it demands, has naturally 
lengthened the adolescent period. Formerly the word adolescence was applied 
particularly to the latter pert of this transition, from 10 to 25 years, 
but the term has now been extended to cover the entire period. 
4. 
While, however, the greater natural divisions of immature life, 
childhood, and youth, have long been recognized the new scientific study 
of the developing mind has discovered certain somewhat clear seconds~ 
nntural periods. Within the yenrs of youth there is a certain order of 
development, of progression so definite and so universal as to justify a 
subdivision of the general period into early,middle, and later adolescence. 
\v.hile the interests of one period are not excluded fron the others the special 
character of each is plain. These subdivisions may be expressed in terms 
of yeers although the age division differs with the sexes, the male sex 
developing more slowly, \Vhile even within sex limits the :periods vary '!lith 
individuals. A. division reooenized by several authorities 1s as follows:-
First :period, 11 to 15 in females, 12 to 16 in males; second :period, 15 to 
17 'in fennles, 16 to 18 in males; third period, 17 to 21 in females, 18 to 
24 in malest It must nlw~s be borne in mind, however, t~~t the begin-
nines and endines of these periods are not all distinctly marked ahd all 
these age limits are necessarily only average and approximate. These sub-
.. • 
divisions of adolescence are variously designated by different authorities. 1 
Some call the first, the pbysical; the second, the mental; and the third, 
the social period of,ndolescence. Other authorities recogni~e the initial 
or nascent stage, the middle stage, and advanced adolescence. Others recog-
nize the early or ferment stage, the middle or crisis stage, and the later or 
reconstruction stage. Still other students consider ad0lescence under the 
stages of transition, reception and amplification, and selection nnd concen- I 
tration. All these titles, as well as those othera not noted here, which 
have been applied to the subordinate division of adolescence by scientific 
writers on this period, nre more or less suggestive and valuable. As yet, 
I 
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Our thesis leads us to the first period of youth known gener.ally 
as early adolescence. For Sun~ Schoo~ purposes this period covers the 
years from 12 to 16 inclusive and is the same for both sexes. Although, 
however, it is necessar.y to give this stage definite and exact limits for 
the work of the graded Sunday School the period of early adolexcence in 
renlity ha's no such exact boundaries for both sexes and all individuals. 
The beginning of early adolescence, nt least, is indeed, quite clearly 
marked but not by years• It begins with puberty and is sometimes called 
the pubertal period. The word puberty comes from the Latin "pubertas," 
root ''P'I.\!' to beget, It is the period when the reproductive organs begin 
to function. No "hard and fast" rule can be given for the advent of 
Indeed "puberty varies greatly as to the time of its appear-
ance. Race, clink~te, habits of life, general health, luxur.y, ease and 
recreation are modifying factors in the time of appearance of this stage. 
Ease and luxur.y hasten puberty, while hnrd work, privation, disease and 
worry retard it. Puberty has appeared as early as the eighth year, and 
in a few instances even earlier, but these are exceptions. Very few per-
sons reach the nee of puberty before the eleventh year and many do n~ 
reach it till t''o or th~e years later. Puberty occurs earlier, more 
abruptly and lasts a shorter time in females than in males. Premonitions 
of this change are experienced two or three years before it occurs." 
(The Pedagogical SUnd~ School, s. B. Haslett p. 142) The upper lim! t 
of the rubertal period, the initial stnee of adolescence, is not marked 
by nature quite so clearly as its beginning. Nevertheless if this upper 
boundary were to be expressed in years, to give an average, most author-
ities would agree that early adolescence closes at about the end of the 
16th year. All the stages of youth, this critical period of adolescence, 
are important and most criticnl, but the most important is the 1~itinl 
5. 
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stage, the period of puberty. Indeed while the most definite natural tran-
sition, the most radical changes, that are experienced in human life between 
the cradle and the grave, occur in the adolescent period. The greatest 
/ 
changes, the most marked upheaval takes place in early adolescence. The 
most fUndamental changes of this stage, or course, are those connected with 
the development of the reproductive powers. The development or the s~xual 
powers and instincts underlies all the other changes of this period. 
Rousseau spake truly in that familiar sentence '~e are born twice, once to 
exist and again to live; once as to species and again as regards to sex." 
The most evident changes of puberty are the physical. EarlY 
adolescence is a time of unusually rapid bodily growth. It is the time 
when the child suddenly shoots up in height. During this period the rate 
of grcwth, both in height and weight, is not only nuch more rapid than in 
the years irnrediately preceding but nore rapid than it will ever be again. 
The following express in a definite and impressive way this sudden outburst 
of growth in height and weight in the pubertal reriod. "During the three 
years from the 12th to the 15th birthd~ boys increase in weight forty pe~ 
cent, while girls increase in weight thirty-six per cent and in height ten 
per cent. At 15 years of age a boy has attained ninety-two per cent of 
his adult height nnd seventy-six per cent of his adult weight; girls have 
reached in height ninety-seven per cent nnd in weight ninety per cent of 
their full growth. After 17 girls almost cease to grow, and boys grow 
comparatively little and that main~y in weight. The years or most rapid 
. 
growth in height are the 12th and the 13th for girls and the 14th and 15th 
for boys. In weight girls grow most rapidly from the 12th to the 15th 
year, boys from the 13th to the 17th years. Girls are taller than boys 
from the 12th to the 15th years, and heavier ~rom the 13th to the 15th 
years. After 15 boys exceed both in height and weight." 
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{L. A. Weigle, The, Pupil and 1:he Teacher p 47-8) This sunming up, by 
Professor Weigle, of the results on this p9int is, of course, to be con-
sidered as tentative rather than the final word• Further investigations 
and fuller data may change these figures somewhat. Nevertheless they 
are approximately accurate and further study will not change but simply 
emphasize the broad fact that early adolescence is a period of ver,r rapid 
bodily growth. Moreover not only the body as a \Vhole . but rnost of its 
parts show an augxoonted rate of growth in the pubertal period al th'ough 
it is more marked in certain organs than in others. The reproductive 
oreana, at this stage of life, manifest a sudden and radical development. 
The heart increases in si:e with a growth nearly parallel with that of 
the body. The lungs and chest also share largely in the augmented de-
velopment .or this "aee of grolfth" The muscles enlarge, before this 
period is over, at an nocelerated rate that is marked. As the muscles 
and bones, however, do not always grow at a uniform rate the youth, for a 
season, may appear loose-jointed and awkWard. Yet at the same time 
there is a "great gain in rapidity ~d ao::uracy of movement in many lines," 
and a decided increase in strength and energy. Indeed ea~ly ad~lescence 
witnesses a "new baptism of vitality." It is tr£>.rked by a vigor that is 
almost tireless and an activity that is absolutely irrepressible. "The 
boy of thirteen is a dynamo. Ten or twelve boys together make a verit-
able power house." In the boy the voice chr-nges and other less obvious 
changes take place which are peculiar to the male sex. In the girl there 
are also changes peculiar to her sex such as the enlargement of the pel-
vis and the developnent of "certain glands which with other changes that 
occur with more or less convulsions indicate tha~ reproduction is func-
tioning." In both sexes also, at this time, there are grent changes, 
7. 
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decided transformations in, the nervous systems although these ao yet are 
only partly understood. Although the physical brain has alrea~ reached 
adult size there is now a "shooting together," a "connecting up" of different 
~arts, of various centers and the result is new powers, ~ctivities and pos-
sibilities. 
The transition from childhood to youth, however, is not merely, 
or even chiefly, a physiological one. The transformation that takes place 
in the mental realm is fully as profound as th~t which occurs in the phys-
ical nature of the child. In other words the mental traits of this stage 
are as clearly defined and as important as are its physiological character-
istics. Indeed there is evidently a very close and reciprocal relation 
between the physical clumges and the rental development of the pubertal 
period. ContemporaneoHsly with the sudden and rapid growth of the bo~ 
and the functioning of new physiological powers there is a sudden and rapid 
broadening and deepening of the intellectual, the emotional and the moral 
life 
The feelings and emotions become mch more varied and intense 
than ever before. The developrr~nt of almost entirely new orenns, the , 
changes in the absolute and relative size of the body and its various parts, 
and chcnges in the rate and intensity o~ the pnysiological processes of 
respiration and circulation and nutrition, toeether with the radical in-
crease of the reproductive organs, provides the background for and gives 
rise to a rapid and r~r1mble development of the feelings and e~otions. 
This is pnrticularl~· true of the intellectual, social, aesthetic and moral 
feelings as for example, fecr, anger, antipathy, self-esteeM, love, pity, 
jealousy, respect, emulation, aMbition, sympothy and sexual passion. 
Sorne of these apparently, ap~'ear now for the first tir.:e, others reach a 
-----,--- . ; 
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new degree o-r strength, and still others take on a new eootional significance. 
These new emotional experiences of course, tend to deepen and widen life and 
add to its irr.port. 
This period also witnesses an intellectual revolution. Looked 
at from the viewpoint of the intellect early adolescence marks the beginning. 
of a new period of thought development. It is now that the higher powers of 
the intellect begin to function. '~ew intellectual interests and powers spring 
up spontaneously. New modes of thought spring up. The youth is better able 
to understand truths which are expressed in abstract rather than concrete 
form. He begins to compare facts and to form judgments and to perceive the 
relations between judgments." In other words he is becoming a conscious and 
logical reasoner. And not only the ability to reason but the ability to 
argue develops repidly. The youth not only questions but his questions are of 
real i~ortance.to him. Mere frae6ents of knowledee are no longer gnfficient 
and satisfactory. " He wants to see things in their relations." He CDn no 
longer take things for granted or accept them on mere authority. He wants to 
know wey and wherefore. He must have evidence, proof and see nnd understand 
for hir.1self. Led on by nature he is beginning to search the very grounds of 
things, he is seeking a rational basis of life. And all this trosns that the 
pttbertal stage of life normally sees a decided increase of intellectual inde-
:pendence. "The child, dependent alike in body ond mind, has become a youth 
who thinks for hirnself." 
Early.adolescence is also ~rked by the beginning of a real ideal-
ism. The notion of the ideal now becomes clear and the youth begins to form 
his own ideals or life and conduct. Up to this time he has been restricted 
almost entirely to the actual and individu&l. His mind has been occupied wl th 
the present and particular. "But now he looks further into the world and 
------ ----
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:t'urther into the future." Genera1 notions appeal to him, "the universal 
infatuates him." He catches glimpses of the great abstract ideals of faith 
hope, love, truth, self-sacrifice. 'Great questions now arise naturally in 
the mind of the youth; what am I what am I ilo do, whn t am I to become? He 
begins to dream over life. The ends set up for attainment are remote and 
vast. Pattee calls this the period of halos, of visions, of unbounded pos-
sibilities. The youth now feels the "torment of the infinite" as Weig'le 
puts it. And Coe declares that the youth of this stage becomes enamoured of 
ideals and ravished with ambitions, he is almost ove~~helmed in a confusion of 
~bitions and longinea. · Nothing but the greatest is great enough for him, 
nothing but the :perfect is worth \'lhile. 
The pubertal period also witnesses a new social awakening. The 
social instincts now mature rapidly and for the first time come to blossom. 
It is said that the {?Cr.g spirit reaches its mnximum at thirteen. This does not 
mean, however, that the youth becomes less social with the decline of the gang 
spirit. The truth is he hns come to recognize n larger world and has entered 
upon a broader social development. The child has lived in his own little 
sphere and knO\fS little of the great world while the thought of the "hu.n'ml 
family" has doubtless never occurred to hi"Ql. In a ·word the child has no 
conception as yet, of the organic relntion of the individual to the race. 
But with the coming of adolescence there is an instinctive a-.1nkening to the 
. 
larger social interests and a definite recognition of social values. Not 
onl~ does the social consciousness with reference to the other sex become 
ve~ different but, in general, the field of view is extended and the rela-
tion to others is changed and given greater monent. There is a self con-
scious effort after social life and social adjustment. There enters into 
the life n new sense of h~7 others think and feel. Beyond his own individual 
self he comes to recoenize and aJ?I?reciate to a r.uch greater extent the larger 
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social self. There is a greater rega~d for the general principles. of social 
behavior. There is a new interest in manners and dress. on~ the social aide 
the youth becornes much more sensitive. The pain of embarassment and the 
pleasure of success are manifold greater than heretofore. In other words 
"adolescence is tho t itoo in \Vhich the indi vidunl enters naturally ur1on social 
relations. At this time his social nature blooms into fUll power, so t~~t the 
inner capacities and energies respond for the first time with spontaneity and 
depth of interests to the established customs and institutions of the race. 
The limited and external attitude of the child give way before a sense of the 
importance of the group and o£ the ideal values or the social " (Psychology 
·Of Religious Experiences, E. s. Ames P• 218) 
Early adolescence is also a time of transition from egoism to altru-
ism. The impulse to act tor the good of others is now ~ch stronger. A new 
devotion to the group appears. It is in this :period that "team work", 
"interference" and"Hacrifice plays" begin. And this is simply an indication 
in the play life of the youth, that the ere::t principles of lo-;alty to the 
group, the effacement of self for the good of the whole, altruism, are begin-
·ning to rule. In earlier years, to be sure, the spirit of loyalty to others 
may be aroused by cultivation but in this period it is more a rrntter of natural 
growth. It dev.:,lops spontaneously and often in a marked degree. "Life now 
ll. 
pivots over from an egoistic to an altraistic basis." not that he is never again 
thoughtless Of the feelines of others but he now feels instinctively the worth 
of unselfishness. In his devotion to the interests of others he does not heel-
tate, indeed he is glad to make real sacrifices. If we atu<W the stntistics 
concernings the aspira tiona ofyouth we find t~~t at puberty there is a new 
appreciation of the "heroes of philanthropy" G. Stanley Hall, after a brood 
.investigation with reference to the choice of ideals during childhood and youth 
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comes to the conclusion that while civic virtues rise, and position, fame, honor, 
and general greatness increase rapidly yet moral qualities rise highest and also 
fastest at this time. Dr. Thurber's replies from thousands of children in 
New York with reference to what they wonted to do when grown showed that "the 
desire for character increased throughout, but rapidly after 12, and the impulse 
to do good to the world, Which had risen slowly from 9, mounted . sharply after 
13." So that it may be said that it is in this period of early adolescence that 
love, in its larger sense, is born, and this neiV force profoundly effects the· 
soul. "Far off, at first, and dimly, looms up the great conception thc.tt life 
after all is not to be lived for self, but for others, and the instinct of sub-
ordina.tion,of sacrifice, of service begins here." (The Intermediate Worker and 
His Work. E. s. Lewis, p. 207) 
It is not our aim, howe~er, to attempt any comprehensive and com-
plete analysis or all the changes which take place in the developing life during 
the years of early adolescence. Our purpose has been selective rather than an-
alytic in any broad nnd full sense. Perhaps, then.~we have seid enough to 
suggest clearly the thought we here desire to indicete , narrely, that the 
pubertal period witnesses d decided and fundamental p~sical and mentol change 
in eve~ normal life. The bo~ increases in size very rapidly, profound 
nervous changes occur, and the mind expands in numerous ways. Indeed there 
takes place at this time a comparatively sudden and marked expansion of self-
hood, so reT"...arkable and profound that it r:ey properly be called the "birth 
or a greater self!' ~d· althouf!h this is n reriod of contradictions and sur-
prises, a time when naturally there is an alr.ost bewildering ndngling or ol~ 
instincts and tendencies with new impulses and ideals yet through it all there 
are certr in specific chmges that. occur and the result is "the birth of a new 
. 
and larger personal consciousness." In general this is a time when "old 
things are passing away and all things nre bcaominr, new." It is a time or 
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new ~owers, new opportunities, new possibilities. The youth now passes into 
a new and larger world through the changes thnt take place in mind and body. 
No less ~n authority than G. Stanley Hall calls it a time or· physic'al and 
mental· · "new b 1 rth." It is the awakening of manhood and womanhood. And all 
this would seem to indicate that this is the natural. period for a new religious 
awakening, a new spiritual birth. Inasmuch as man has a spiritual nature as 
. . 
truly as he has a ~rental and a peysical nature, and since, in early adolescence, 
both the physical nature and the mental nature show an unusual and marked growth 
and development this period, it would seem by logical inference, should wit-
ness a radical growth or enlargement of the life of the spirit. 
The areurnent here, however, is not merely, that ea~ly adolescence 
witnesses a new physical awakening and a greet psychic awakenine and hence 
?te should logically expect also in this period a marked spiritual awakening. 
This statement is true and the inference is undoubtedly correct. But thira 
is by no means all of the ar~nt. The vety changes in body and mind Which 
occur.norrnally in the pubertal period, and to which ·.1e 'hl1ve just referred, tend 
naturally to bring in a new epoch in religious experience. The new emotions 
arising at this time endow the soul with that ability to feel dee~ly that is 
essential to religion in its full sense. The rrarked intellectaul expansion 
of this stage makes possible thnt broader grasp of the mind Which necessarily 
precedes real spiritunl insight. This rapid intell~ctual development in 
early adolescence e.s Prof. Starbuck has pointed out, "either furnishes some 
of the elements th&t enter· directly into religion or brings the individual 
suddenly into such ripeness or mentnl capacity that religious impulses may 
have an adequate ornm for thHir reception and expression." The awakenine 
of the social impulses in these yea~s has a vitnl baaring upon the religious 
life. It is natural for the youth to beco:r.:e interested in the whole "othe~ 
rrzrn I *II= 
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than nuself'~ individuals, eroups the whole human family. The social instinct 
eusily seeks not only friendship with rran but with the Invisible, the Supreme. 
The social irnpUlae to get into proper relations to human society is readily 
turned towurd the idea of getting into right relations with the kingdon of 
God. The birth of tho nornl ideals and the nltruistic impulses in the pubert-
al :period, is of erent ir-portance for religion. The ability to understand 
the general notions of rieht and wrong, duty and obligation, selfishness a.nd 
altruism. sin and holineos is now present. The youth becomes an ethical 
being in the full sense of the terr-. Genuine selfishness and wrongdoing have 
their beginning here. Before the altruistic instinct arises the child may be 
self-centered yet he could hardly be called, in a deep sense, selfish. But 
·,vhen the higher impulses rr.ove in his soul and the youth refuses to follcr.v, 
when he choses the \VOrse instead of the better; the lower rather thnn tho higher, 
he is genuinely selfish, nnd is guilty of real wrong. Moreover, the individuaJ 
comes, in the period of youth, to a much clearer recoenitlon of his personal 
relation to God. And this elves a new sie~ificsnce to rieht and wrong. In 
the light of this personal rele.tion "vlrongdoin~; stands out clearly as sin-
fulness, as the euil t of one per::on who has wronged another." ( The Child's 
Religious Life, w. G. Koons, p. 49) Up to this tirne the child hns been n 
dependent being. During the years of early childhood, and only lese so during 
the years or later childhood, the individual has comparE•tively little personal 
choice. The time for that has not yet come. The choices, to a large extent, 
are made for the child by the parents or other adults and upon them, in a large 
neasure, rests the responsibility. But in the pubertal period, although the 
youth is not by any Means beyond the influence and help of others • he becorres 
capable of moral choices anu rersonally responsible for his moral and religious 
life. Now thnt he has reached a fuller self-consciousness and the sense of 
moral accountability has ripened the "soul is clearly reaey for the distinct-
ively religious appeal" For the first time in his existence the youth hes 
cor.1e into pOssession of all the natural capacities and :po,vers essential to 
moral character and religious life. Amohg the various questions with vlhich he 
is brought face to face, in his ne:: independence, runone the numerous problems 
that press upon him is the religious problen. He somehow feels instinctively 
that he "must settle his relations ·.vith the higher law, the r.:oral order, the 
spiritual and unseen world, in a word, with God." Hence a study of the de-
veloping soul leads to the conclusion that a new religious nwakening in early 
ndolescence is natural and inevitable in every normal life. The new powers 
capacities and functions open the way to a grec.t realm of new religious poss-
ibilities and the inevitable result is a- fnr-rer:ching spiritual crisis. 
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But in addition to the evidence of inference, and beside the in-
tdrnal eVidence to \'lhich we have just referred, there is strong and convincing 
external evidence that early adolescence ls the normal t iroo for the soul' a 
awakeninG• There is evidence as wide as the race that the adolescent awaken-
ing includes not only awakening of the body and awakening of the mind but 
awakening of the soul. And this awakening of the soul rreans a spiritual crisis. 
This external evidence we shall consider briefly in three divisions: 
First, we glance at \Vhat are comMonly kno\vn as the pubic rites, 
These are the rites, :practiced runone primitive peoples, which mark the close 
of childhood Fmd the 'beginning of manhood or womanhood. For a.nong savaee 
races thnt "delicious :pause between infancy- and maturity" that we call youth 
has no place. The passine of childhood and the advent of puberty means 
·marriage and the becrinnine of life for themselves. The pubic rites, then, 
are those ceremonies by which children upon the nrrival of the pubertal stage, 
are initiated into the tribe, formally inducted into the civil and religious 
life of the community. L~reover, these initintor.1 rites have been practically 
I'SUJfW'== 
universal. For the Christian religion and cultured peoples are not alone 
in naldng this stage of life that we now call early adolescence a turning 
point. It has been a world-wide custom among primitive peoples to signal-
ize the advent or the adolescent period by sr.ecial initiations, fastines, 
symbolic ceremonies, and ~stic rites. Upon the conclusion of the initia-
tion a patrimo~ is granted, or ornaments are bestowed, or a new name is 
given, or a different cloak or head gear is put on as a mark of manbood or 
womahhood, as a sien tpat they have entered upon the duties and privileges 
of ~embership in the clan. An interesting and sorewhat comprehensive list 
of these pubertal practices, "sienalizing the simultaneous init'iation of the 
youth into mnnhood and into the nwsteries and covenants of religion" hall 
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been given by Daniels in the American Journal of Psychology, (vol 6, p 61) 
And although, among primitive and savage peoples, the initiatory rituals orig-
inated and used were ver.y crude, and although such practices and observances 
as bodily markings, knocldng out teeth, beating, tatooing, hair offerings, 
torture, enforced seclusion in tne forest to die or live according to one's 
stamina, these customs which came ordinarily at :puberty or soon after, donbtless 
seem to us stranee and even revolting yet to those people they were exceedingly 
meaningful and even sacred - frequently having a religious significance. 
Indeed all the varied pubic rites, observan~es, F~d custome unite to bear 
witness to the fact that even barbaric peoples in all ages have recognized 
the radical change tlu.t takes place in the individual at this time. 'Moreo'V'er, 
the solemn cha~acter or many of these rites, the religious ceremonies that 
cluster about the pubertal years among savage peoples testifY impressively 
to their sense of the critical religious .iMportance of this stnee, this new 
epoch. Hence the fact that pubic rites are found to be practically univer-
sal among primitive peoples, that they occur, speaking broadly in the yea~s 
,· 
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of early adolescence, and that they frequently had a reliGious significance 
is certainly very sugcestive in its bearing upon the truth that the individual 
enters normally, at this tirne, upon a larger religious life, that it is natural 
in early adolescence for religious awakening to take place. 
Next we notice the bearing or religious confirmation upon this same 
. 
truth. In the crude rituals of savages with their fasting, mutliation of the 
body, change of apparel and mnne we see in the embryo some of the later and 
more spit-itual aspects of religion \Vhen the youth is taught, trained, robed 
and confirtmd in th.e temple of ''orship. For the rite of confirmation as 
observed in enlightened society corresponds in a general W8,1 with the initia-
tory rites of primitive peoples although, of course, confirmation is a ~re 
definitely and exclusively religious ceremony and represents a much hie;her 
spiritual staee. But we are interested more particularly in tho age of con-
firrnation and we find thc~t it coincides closely with the age of primitive initia-
tiona. Confirmations takes place usually during early adolescence. ''The 
Jewish and Christian religions have always recognized the criticcl nnture of 
·this epoch and its peculiar temptations and invoked the aid of transcendent 
motives before intelligence and self-control are able to cope with the strong, 
ne-.'1 instincts tbat now sprine into life. Hence a religious majority is 
celebrated in the early teens when the younG become members of tbe religious 
community as well as of the home, and parents seek divine and ecclesiastical 
co~peration in the further nurture of their offspring" (G. s. Hall, .Adolescence. 
vol II, p 2Gl ) Among the orthodox Je\VS the oldest form of confirnation, dr.t-. 
ing from the fourteenth century, the Bar lritzvah or son of the commandment, 
occurred when the youth reached his thirteenth b:rthday. Re n0\'7 reachew 
his "religicus majority." · By a simple cere"IT.Ony in the eynae;oeue on the 
sabbath the son ~sRumes the responsibility for his acts which has hitherto 
rested upon the father. The youth becomes a member of the congregation, 
vtears his own peylactery at morning service, and is now privileeed to p: rticip-
ate in the worship of the synagoeu~· The Ro~ catholic church has no univer-
sal rule in reeard to the age of confirmntion so th~t the age varies in dif-
ferent countries. In Italy the rite may be received when the child has 
reached the oge of seven. In Frnnce nnd Belgium the applicant must be at 
least ten yeors old while in America eleven or twelve is the lower limit. In 
the Church of England nnd in the Episcopal Church in .Americt .boys are not 
ordinarily confirmed before fourteen or girls before twelve while in ronny 
instnnces the rite is received a year or two later. The Lutheran Church, the 
mother of the protestant chlrches, observes the rite of confir~ation at the 
age of fourteen or fifteen years. 'J)hat ill, the Jewish e.nd Christian churches 
after mnny gen&rations of practical experience have selected the beginnine 
of early adolescence, to take the average, as the best time for confi~~tion • 
. And the becring of this fact uron the question we are discussing is evident. 
. . 
For this vact involves a recognition of the fitness and readiness of the child 
now for the first time to receive this rite and to enter into this new rela-
tion to the church, the religious communi~;. It rneens that the rite of con-
firn:ation, \Vh.ich makes the youth a member of the· church, and which experience 
has placed at about the beginning or puberty, is really a practical recogni-
tion of the new spiritual epoch that dawns naturally in the life of the indiv-
idual at that time. So that the widespread confi~1tion rite in the religion 
of enlightened society benrs witness to the new outburst of spiritual life 
that comes normally in early adolescence. 
But there is a third division or the external evidence to the fact 
that puberty ushers in a new religious epoch, that enrly ndolescence is the 
norrncl time for religious awakenings. It is the evidence of scientific 
statistics. These ·:te proceed to consider, beo:t:lng in rnind thnt they are con-
10. 
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fined largely to the field of evangelical, protestant Christianity. Prof. 
Coe declares that the empirical method, although in a somewhat crude way, was 
first applied to religious phenomena by the evangelist. Revival preachers 
urging their congregations to seek the Lord have long been accustomed to warn 
the unconverted against procrastination by a simple object lesson. ~he 
evangelist asks an who began the religious life before they were twenty years 
of age to stand and about three-fourths, as a rule, rise. Then he invites 
those who were converted after forty-five to stand and there are only a 
scattering r~v who rise. Thus the revivalist took the first step in the 
empirical method when he begnn to get statistic~ with regard to the age at 
which people entered upon the Christian life. More recently, however, the 
age of conversion, as·well as other religious phenomena has been taken up in a 
more thoroughly scientific way. ~he -pioneer in this more scientific and com-
prehensive stu~ was G. Stanley Hall, President of Clark University, who, 
in 1891 published an article on the moral and religious training of children 
which was written in the light of the modern psycholoey of' childhood and 
' •, 
adolescence. ~ince then Dr. Hall, several of' his pupils and others have 
gone on to make further studies, observations and analyses in this department, 
And although some may overestimate the results already attained one signif-
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icant and well established fact which the new empirical psychology of religious 
experience has discovered is th~t religious awakening, decision or conversion 
bel:-mgs primarily to the yer.rs between ten and t\venty. A number of invest~ 
igatons have been made and the tabu_lated results in all cases agree that 
conversion is confined almost entirely to the period bounded by the ages ten 
and twenty-five \Vhlle a large percentage of the members of all the churches 
have made their decision to serve Christ between eleven and sixteen. Prof. 
Starbuck, (.Arrer. Journal of Psycholo&, vol U, I> 00} in a stu~ of the con-
= 
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version of fifty-one men and eighty-six women, found the average age of con-
version for males was 15.7 years and for the females 13.8 years. Starbuck 
also found that the average of conversion of 776 graduates of Drew Theological 
Seminary was 16.4, Prof. Coe, (The Spiritual Life, p. 43) in a study of eighty-
four men in regard to conversion, found the average to be 15.4 years \Vhile 
there were ~re who ronde their decision in the years 12 to 16 inclusive than 
in any other period of equal length. In 6,641 cases totaled from the 
observations of five investigators, 5,054 cohversions or nearly five-sixths 
of the entire number occurred between the ages of 12 and 20 \Vhile 2,289, more 
than one-third of all, took place during the intermediate years (Lewis, The 
Intermediate \'/orker and His Work, p 79) Prof. Coe, (The Spiritual Life,p 
45) combining several studies found 16.4 years to be the average of conver-
sion of 1,784 men. G. Stanley Hall (Adolescence, Vol II p 290)'brings 
together 4,054 men in whom the average of conversion is about 16. Luther 
Gulick (Sex and Religion in Association, OUtlook, Dec. 1897, p 54) notes 
that of 526 officers of the Young llen's Christian Association in the United 
States and British Provinces the average age of conversion was 16. 4 
There is also an additional statement thnt Gulick makes here which su'ggest·s 
another fact thnt we must needs bear in mind in connection with the age 
of conversion. His statement is that the average at which 
512 of these officers report that they were first deeply affected by relig-
ious influendes was 13.7 years. For there r.my be a real religious 
awakening while conversion or decision may not occur until a year or two 
later or even not at all. A recent study Coe, Education in 
Religion and Uo rals, p 255 ) Shows thr' t in a group of gro-~vth cases, 
reaching into the hundreds, the most distinctive period 
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of spontaneous interest falls at the age of 12 years. Prof. Coe also ( The 
Spiritual Life. P• 41) secured a report from 99 men in regard to their age at 
each marked religious awakening, ho,vever resulting, and he found that the largest 
percentage occurred at 13 years. Looking now at the fieures quoted we find these 
general facta estr.blished beyond question. A ver.1 l~rge percentage of all 
decisions and conversions tnke place in adolescence. i. e. between l2 and 2~ 
years of age. The large ~art of these awakenings and conversions that occur 
in adolescence take place in·the yenrs 12 to 16 inclusive, the period of early 
adolescence. The largest number of conversions taking place in any one year 
occur at 16. The first great wave· of religious interest comes at about 12 to 
13 years of age. All the tables of the investigators show a sudden end large 
increase in the number of religious awakenings and decisions at that time. 
Hence the accurate statistics, gathered in recent years by our psychologists, 
concerning the age at Which individuals enter upon a religious life indicate very 
conclusively thnt it is an actual fact that a ver.1 large proportion of relig-
iGus ~vakenines, decisions rnd conversions do take place in the yerrs of early 
adolescence and ra rticularly at its becinning and its close. 
To sum up this thought, then, there occurs in every nornal life in 
the pubertal years a rr.erked peysicnl awakenine, and a gred psychic m·1akening 
nnd this would lead us naturall~· to infer and expect a radical spiritual 
awakening nt this same time. A study of the developing soul, at this stage, 
with its new rowers ~d capacities leads to the conclusion that a new religious 
epoch is not only possible now but normol nnd ·r>racticnll~· inevitable. The 
scientific statistics eathered by the scholnrs with regard to the aee when most 
people ohooso Christ nnd His servie indicnte clearly that the r>eriod of puberty 
is preeminently the no:rmnl tir.1e for rolieious awnkenines nnd decisions. And 
thus all these unite in pointing to earl~l adolescence es natures appointed 
___ ( 
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time for the individun.l to "experience religion." 
But -.vhile the indi vidnul norrrally exr~riences nn increased relieious 
interest, a new religious awakening and attitude in early adolescence this 
spiri tunl new birth does not alwr.ys come in the same way in eve:ey life. To 
expect that all yuuth will pass through on absolutely uniform spiritual ?xper-
ience at this stage is a great mistake. Indeed n. careful study of adolescent 
religious eX!,)erience makes_ clear that the religicus mvakeninga of this pe-riod 
arise from a variety or sources and come in various ways and different individ-
u~ls, in this crisis, react ve~· differently. klthoucn. however, when the 
relgiious crisis of puberty is rerched individuals react differently and the 
resultine phases of experience are varied, there <'-re a few sonewhat clearly 
marked types. We shall nc,tice four types of adolescent religious awakening 
or entrance upon a radically larger religicus experience rerr:eml>ering thr-t 
while some individuals ere quite true to type others are difficult to place 
and might be pl~ced in either or two classes. Bearing in nlnd, then, that 
this is nerely a roueh classificntion, for the s:-ke of definiteness and the little 
additional clearness it mao.r give,we shnll distribute all individuals into four 
general classes according as they react in the religious crisis of enrly adol-
escence. 
And first we shall consider the type kno....:n comnonly as eradual 
growth. Tho :people of this class are they who rreJ:e the transition from relig-
ious childhood to s~iri tual maturity vtithout any "hitch or brenk~ Their 
spiritual development has been an undisturbed procens or unconscious growth. 
They are apptu~eutly so fortUnntely and haprily constituted, their environrr.ent 
has been so pare and wholesor-e, bont and re~red in a true rtnd wise religious 
atT:losphere, that the ~:.val~nine of" new spiri tur:l life "comes as quietly as 
the erowth of o. plant" rtnd it is not ]:lossible to find aey marked transition 
• 
:points in their :proeress from religious childhood to a vitn~ grasp of spirit-
ual things. They gradually assimilate the life about them ~nd enter into a· 
heal tey spiritual mmhood c>r womanhood without :knowing how or when or where, 
Some :place Samuel ·in the Old Testament, a.nd Timctey, in the Hew Testament, 
in this class. But, hovrever, th~'t rnsy be, there are people today, who are 
living earnest and wortey religious lives, who have never knrwn ml.ything about 
a crisis hour, an outstanding deci'sion, or a chnnge of heart. They have 
grown, as Prof. Starbuck: suggests, "something like a tree, which year by 
year has been added to a little; and when the process is completed, one ccn 
• 
only say it was then n tiny sprout, now it is a stul:-dy oak~ 11 (The PsycholO&V 
of Religion :p 298;} 
One of the best examples of hErmonious developr.ent, of uneventful 
growth, is the case of Rev• Dr. Edwcrd Everett Hale, the noted Boston divine, 
He states it in this way. "I observe with profon11d reeret, the religious 
struggles which come into many biographies, as if almost essential to the 
. 
formation of the· hero. I ougnt to speak of these, to sey that any man has 
an advantage, not to be estimated, who is born, as I was into a fandly where 
the religion is simple and rationt.l; who is trained in the theory of such a 
religion, so that he never knows for nn hour, what these religious or irrelie-
ious struggles are. I alweys lmew God loved me, and I was al\"'eys erateful to 
Him for the world he placed me ln. !"always liked to tell Him so, and was 
nlways glad to receive His suggestions to me. To grow ur1 in this way saves 
boy or youth fro~ those battles which men try to describe and cannot describe, 
which seem to use up a great deal of poung life. I can remember perfectly 
thct, when I was ooml:ftg to rre.nhood, the half philosophical novels of tho time 
had a deal to say about the youne men and Jl'%l.1dens \Vho were facing the •problem 
of life:' I had no ideo. whatever ·.vlw.t the probleM of life was. To live with 
all rey might seemed to me eaa~,r; to lea.rn where there vtna so JmlCh to learn seemed 
pleasant and almost of course; to lend a hand if one had a chance, nDtural, 
and if o.ne did this, Why, he enjoyed life because he could not help it .• and 
without proving to himself thnt he ought to enjoy it. I suppose that a skil-
ful professor of the business could have prodded up nw conscience, which is, 
I think, as sensitive as another's I suppose I could have been T.lBde very 
wretched, and that I could have made others very wretched. But I was in the 
hands of no such professor, and nv relations with God whose child I am. were 
permitted to develop theJr..selves in the natural ws::l•" (Quoted from the Psych-
ology of Reli~ion. E. D. starbuck, p 305-6) This, however, it should be said 
is n rare onse. Such n eradual, harmonious, even, spiritual developrent 
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during the adolescent yenrs is very infrequent. Such a transition from religious~ 
childhood to rel'igious manhood or wor-.anhood without a~y friction, or diffic-
ulty, or breoJt, or crisis, nust be for most people for a long time to come 
only nn ideal. 
In contrast with the gradual erO\'ith tyre, and at the other e~treme, 
is what is vnown es emotional conversion. This word conversion,it is true 
is sometimes used in n general sense to designate the chrnge :f.rom religious 
imraturity to ltlaturi ty •. .And G· Stanley Hall has this broad meaning in mind 
when he says: "In its most fundamental sense conversion is a natural, normal, 
univeraa.l and necessary process at the stnee when life pivots over from an auto-
centric to an heterocentric basis" ( Adolescence, G. Stanley Hall, vol II, p 
301) Here, h0\7ever, we use the word conversion in its narrower sense and 
we mean qy this term a sudden, enotionnl oh~nge ~ which one passes into the 
., 
fuller religious life and which takes ~lace often in what are co~only called 
revivals or missions. Conversion in this sense, characterized by more or 
less of abruptness and intensity of feeling, occurs chiefly among those 
evangelical protestant deno~inations in Which there are ~~ reople who have· 
passed through a sinilar change and value 1 t highly, and in which the methods 
1~ I I. f- _ 
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used by parents, Sunday School teachers, pastors and evangelists are such as 
tend to sugeeat and induce such an eJCI)erience. A typical conversion would 
be that of one, who has lived in disobedience to God and in ways of wicked-
ness, \Vho suddenly becomes convicted of sin nnd realized that he has grieved the· 
Spirit of God. He is profoundly troubled on account of hia sins and suffers 
poignant pain. ~here is deep contrition and a struggle between the old hab~tual 
life of evil and the new life of righteousness, and an earnest seeking after 
divine pardon. Then comes the climax or turning point and this is followed 
b.1 a relaxation marked by a sense of relief and feeling of forgiveness. This 
consciousness of God's pardon and grace and love naturally brings an experience 
of great joy which sometimes manifests itself in shouts or. songs or even tears. 
The life is completely transformed. "Old things are :passed away, all things 
are become new" Not rna~, however, in early adolescence experience this 
extreme type of conversion. To be sure it is not difficult to induce such 
an experience at this time because it is so nnch a period of new problems and 
adjustments, of storm and stress. The emotional accompaniments , too,mny 
be strengthened and heightened by direct control and suggestion. Yet the 
extreme type of conversion e"!idently- does not very frequently occur at this 
str:te of life. .on the other hand conversion in a rnilder but real form, a 
sudden, emotional spiritual change, does take place often in early adolescence . 
although usually toward its close. There is conviction cf sin and a sense 
of condemnation, a real contrition and sorrow for their wrone doings, confession 
and forgiveness, nnd a deep'peace and sntisfaction. There are not. however. 
ordinarily the extreme outward emotional Manifestations. There is no weeping. 
as a rule, no groaning, no shou~ing, no sinBfne. Yet they feel that th~~ 
have given themselves to God,· that He has adopted them into His family, that 
a real chanee has taken place in their hearts, and henceforth they endeavor to 
do His ·:>'ill. 
.Q 
Bet-.veen these two extreme types of erndual growth and emotional con-
version therenre two ot-her general classes that we notice. These types are not 
quite as·distinct, :perhaps, as the two forner and it should be remembere·d that 
all four types shade the one into the other. 
We notice next, then, what is known-as the spontaneous awakening type. 
This term refers to those religious intuitions which arise suddenly· and unex-. 
pectedly in the beginnine of youth, those "first awakenings to n vital experience 
of religious trutp .which come after a credulous and. thoueJltless childhood." 
(The Psychologr of Relieion, E. D· Starbuck, p 199.) The awal{ening. is awarent-
ly spontaneous. "It arises as naturally as any of the mental or peysicnl changes 
of this porioct. '' J.s far as can be seen there is no human agency although the 
divine spirit, beyond doubt, is operative in all sucl1 cnses. Without any. appa-
rent im.'!lediate cause, without amJ special religious influences about him, without 
any solicitation to begin a Christian life, the ne·.v life burr-ts forth. Not in 
the religious service only but in the home, or on a wclk, or ot a leo son there 
is a sudden awakening ~o v. new life, a larger life, a nobler life. .New aspire-
' . 
tiona, new insights, new resolves, ne\'1 and noble ambitions suddenly arise nnd 
this may be a decisive hour for the individaul· and mark the beeinnin{; of a 
serious nnd religious life.· "A girl, fourteen yeors of aee, \Vas walkinG in 
a neighbors garden when suddenly she was possessed by the thought that she 
had "passed from death unto life.". There had beon no apparent preparotion for 
such a thought and experience and no particular thrill of emotion accompanied 
it but she has always look•;d upon the event as a decisive one" (The J?sych-
o.logical Phenomena. of O'hristinnity, G. B. Cutten, p 276) Here is another 
example: "At fourteen I become n Christian. I can e1 ve no cause of the change 
I then seemed to realize for the first tirne all the truths that had been 
pre~ented to rne before." (The Psychological PhenoMena of Christianity, G. 
B. Cutten, p 270} We notice t;vo more illustrations of spontaneous 
awakenings taken from E. D• Starbuck, The Psychology of Religion. "It was a 
sudden .nwakenine so thnt I could say in nv heart 'OUr Father in Henven' " ( p·~ 93) 
·~ile sittin~ alone at home one Sunday, thinking of religious duties, I heard 
the distinct voice within me '!V son, give me tey heart'" (p 197} 
A studi of spontaneous religious avmkenings indica-tes clearly that 
they differ in suddenness, in intensity, and in the emotional phenomena that 
accompanies them sometimes. At one extreme they might even be called conver-
sion, by those accustomed to such teminoloey, vthile at the other. extreme some 
would look upon them as mere incidents in gradual growth. Investigations 
have demonstrated that spontaneous awakenings are confined almost entirely to 
the period be~?een ten and twenty-five years of age, that most occur in the 
early adolescent years, and that, speakin~ broadly, they come a little eerlier 
than conversions. 
Then there is whnt mieht be called the peaceful awakening type. 
Dr. E. s. Lei1is has described this tyr>e in this way ~"This is quat a·.'7Dkening. 
The penitential element is thore, but it is not conspicuous. It is the 
typical «~akening of a boy or girl. The wise teacher:has not stressed the 
child's quiet nor h~s he told him thr.t God is angr.1 with him; but he has told 
him that God is his Father and that he loves him and wants hin to come to Him 
and give his heart and life to Him. There is nothing more beautiful than 
the sweet siroplicity with \Vhich a young girl or boy takes us at our word and 
comes as freely to God as to an earthly father. It is a true soul awakening. 
There is a new life following it. We have abundant evidence in the church of 
~ the reality, permanence nnd fruitfulness of experiences like these." (The Inter-
!-:/ 
mediate \7orker and His Work, E. s. Le;vis, p 163) So far as frequency is con-
earned this rnny be said. frhile peaceful awakenings occur even in revival 
2? 
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churches, they nre the prevalling type in the 11 turgical churches which receive 
their children, after a special course of religious instruction, to communion 
in the ye~rs of early adolescence. Baptized in infancy, reared in God~ homes, 
trained and instructed in religious matters, when the adolescent awakening comes, 
they naturally decide to servo God and make public confession of their faith 
and purpose. Without any special feeling, as a rule, much less any trngical 
·emotional disturbance, they do fully and freely choose the religious life, 
becoming gradually conscious of "the peace of God and the joy of sal vat ion." 
Decisions made by boys and girls nt the beginning of early adolescence, at 
twelve or thirteen years of age, are ordinarily of this sort. They are the 
logical outcome of wise religious training and instruction together with 
proper social sugeestion. 
A questio~,ho~ever, naturally arises at this point. \1.hat is the 
explanation of this variety of religious experience? fihat is the reason for 
these different types? t~ do people in the same situation and facing the 
same problems react differently? Why do youth behave differently When the 
religious awakening of adolescence comes? In some lives, as we have noted, the 
spiri~tal transformation occurs Ruddenly and in others slowly; in some it is 
acco~nied by emotion and agitation while in others it takes place peacefully 
and quietly• ~~ is it t~~t this experience is abrupt anu tragic in some cases 
and in others n process of gradual growth? 
Until recent years this question, it is true, has scarcely been 
rnised anll,or course, no serious attell!lt was made to ans,ver it. If the ques-
t ion did aorret ir:es ari a·e it \Vtl.s quickly referred by general consent, to the 
unfathomable ways of the Almighty. Within a few years, however, the psychologists 
have turned their attention to this problem. About fifteen years aeo Prof. 
George A· Coe took up this question and bringing to his tnsk a trained philos-
ophical mind and following the scientific method he made, according to suqh an 
authority as starbuck, a valuable and permanent contribution to this subject. 
To be sure, as Coe points out, some of the factors in the explanation 
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of this problem lie on the surface. One of the factors is this to which I have 
already referred. Sudden and strikine spiritual transformations take place 
usually in those communions that place high value upon such eA~eriences and 
that endeavor, by such favorable co~ditions as direct evangelistic ser~ons, 
appealing gospel hynme, intense socia"I feeling, and sone outward indication 
of decision, etc., to produce marked changes. Then there is nnother factor 
that lies on the surface and reference to this, also,has been r.ade in the pre-
sent thesis. It has .long been the custom to look upon the distinction between 
the sudden, emotional conversion and the eradual, quiet type as entirely a 
moral difference,or largely so, one class being morally worse than the other. 
The idea seems to be that if the individual has been nurtured in a religious 
environment, and makes the decision to obey God in youth, the decision and change 
will naturally be peaceful and quiet. On the other hand if the individual is 
. 
a great sinner, if he has lived long in sin, gone far in the ways or evil, and 
become very wicked, \Vhen he turns to God the change \Vill naturally be a grent 
' 
one, sudden and striking. And beyond doubt, if the individual be n great and 
confirmed sinner, these ve~J circumstcncos will tend to intensify all the elements 
of conversion. ~here will be a profounder conviction of sin, deeper contrition, 
a more definite turning point, greater relief, mQre abounding joy, and in every 
way the transforrmtion will bt~ more draootic. l!oreover, this fact is evident 
in the religious experience of early adolescence. Religions awakanines come 
7 nornnlly at the beginnine of this period, at about 12 or 13, and at the same time 
there arises n natural impulse to choose the service of God. If. however, 
this irn[nllse if resisted, or there is failure to act upon it, it drops into 
the bac1tgro\Uld, But n fe·.v years later, to-;vnrd the close of the pubertal 
• 
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period, there is ap~nrently another normal period of aroused religious interest 
and if the ch~nge takes place at this tine, and under such circumstances, it 
will be a conversion rather than a decision. There will be ~re or less of 
emotion. But, while recognizing the factors just mentioned, Professor Coe, 
after his study of this problem, or~ to the conclusion that the most vital 
recson for the difference between the sudden, emotioncl conversion and the 
peaceful, quiet trnnsfornm.tion is not to be found in the difference in environ-
ment of the two classes, or their r.1ornl difference but in their difference in 
te rope rarre nt. 
Professor Coe l"'ade a sutdy of nctuo.l cases to discover the influence 
of tem.Perar.1ent u:pon'the behaviour of youth in the experience of decision or 
conversion {The Bpiri tunl I.ife, G· A· Coe, r 104-150) In a very definite 
and e:,act study of sevent!•-seven }!arsons, fifty-two r.:aJ.es and twent~·-five_ fe- · 
males, he endeavored to ler·rn if there be a~ loeical connection between cer-
tain tern.pera!!lents and certnin relie;ious experiences. He soueht to determine 
. 
if there be certain temperament~l conditiono that lend naturally to striking 
relit;ious trnn:Jformation :J.nd other ter.r.r'eranental condi tiona that lead norool-
ly to rnre unevent:f'nl e:x::periences. In his investigation Coe divided the seventy-
seven subjects studied into those who had experienced 8 strikine transforrration, 
by which he nenns "a profound chnnee which thoueh r..ot necessarily instantaneous, 
seems to the subject of 1 t to be distinctly different froM a process of growth, 
ho·.vever rapid," (p 112) and those who hod not. Then n cross division was 121de 
c.ccording to "ec:pectr,ticn of transforrre.tion. 11 By a combinct ion of these two 
:-r.ethods of divisi.on he secured two rositive closses for his special study. 
Group I, 11 those who ex:pected a transforrw.tion and exrerlenced one." Group II 1 
. 
"those who ex:pected but failed to experience." A third divisi0n, however, 
\Vas found necessll.l"'J in carr;; ine out tho rHm. Group III, those who 1Jeloneed 
in part to both. .As the first result of hl~ investigation Coe discoverecl 
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thr.t of seventeen subjects in Group I there were tselvc in whom sensibility was 
the predor.~in~tine faculty while of. the twelve in Group II there nere nine in 
whom the intellect was clearly :rredorninant. _A second interesting result was 
thrtt those -:.•Those expectation \Vas satisfied be lone; almost wholly to the slow.:.. 
·intense sud rrOTlliJt-weak varieties, the tel!]?erarr..ents tlpproaching most ner:.rly 
those traditionally known ns the melanchclic or reflective sud the saneuine. 
On the other hand, those whose expectation \Vas disarrointed belonged more lare;ely 
to the rrompt-intense vari~ty, or the energetic ter.JIJera.ment, o.l thoueh the dis-
tribution between the energetic, reflective, nnd sanguine is not'rnorkedly un-
even. llext Coe carefully examined his subjects with ree;ard to mental and 
motor automatisms such as dreams, hnllucin8-tions, clar!Jing of hands, uncon-
trollable laughter, etc. Here he found thn.t thoro were eirrht :persons hcvine 
mental or motor automat isms in Group I and only one in Group II. This fact, 
of course, that the avernee of automa.tisns is about seven tirnes hicher in 
Group I than in Group II would indiccte that automatic mental processes are 
:peculi&rly favorab).e to rr.arked religious trC~nsforootions. 
Then once aenin Coe rrnkde n stu~ of these SE!me subjects \Vith regard 
to their relative sugeestibili ty. Here he looked for originality, rather 
than mere re2-diness or slo·nness of response. Di vidine his subjects with respect 
to sugeesti bil i ty, according to the standard of quality he secured t•no types 
which he calls the passive and the spontaneous. Of the fourteen cases examined 
in Group I there were thirteen of the passive type, in which external sugges-
tion is more prominent; In Group II of the twelve persons examined nine were 
of the srontaneous type; in which auto-suggestion is is more :prominent. In 
other \70rds he found a quite close "correlation between ·one's religious ex-
perience nnd one's type of sUGg6~:tibility." (p.l35) 
Finally Professor Coe sums ur the results of his Btttdy in these 
words "It has been shown tha11 three sets r:f factors favor the nttahlT'lent of a 
• mn·uw 
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striking religious transformation; the temperament factor, the factor of ex-
pectation, and the tendency to auto~tis~s and passive suggestibility. Let us, 
in conclusion, note the effect of combining these three factors. Of ten cases 
in which there is expectation of a marked transformation, together with predom-
inance Of sensibility r.nd passive suggestibility, the number whose expect-
ation was satisfied was nine. But of eleven cases of such expectation, to-
gether with predominance of intellect or will, and with spontaneous auto-
suggestion, not one was satisf.ied •••••• In short, evcr.1thing goes to show that 
the chief mental qualities and states favorable to these striking experiences 
are expectation, abundance of feeling, and passive suggestipilit.y with its 
tendency to hallucinations and other automntisms." (The Spiritual Life, 
G. A· Coe p 138) But notwithstanding this conclusion in regard to the close 
connection between temperament and the type of religious transformation exper-
ienced we must not forget that this Whole subject is a very complex one and 
various factors enter into the process. 
This discussion, however, although the last word is doubtless. 
yet to be spoken, does throw some light upon another question that sometimes 
arises at this point. Ue have referred to four different types of religious 
transition. The new life, as we have noted, comes in different ways in differ-
ent individuals. The question sometimes asked is this: Which is the better 
way? Which type of religicus experience is the more desirable? Is there a normnl 
type of religious experience for youth? The answer to this question in the 
light of what has alrea~ been said, is manifest. There is no normal, no one 
ideal type of religious experience for all youth. Religious experience not 
~' only differs in different individuals, but it must inevitably differ, the t.ype 
beine detennined b~· such factors as natural endomrent, training, environment, 
and temperament. lloreover, so far as naturalness and worth are concerned, 
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these different types should be placed on an equality. It is a mistake to 
think that one person is more truly religious than another rrerely because he 
has had a different and more striking religious transformation. Nevertheless, 
there has been a tendency, in some quarters, particularly among revival churches, 
to exalt the sudden emotional type of experience. These communions have ex-
alted feeling too fruch and have honored thought and action too little. The 
individual who has had a striking and dramatic experience has been looked upon 
as in a higher state of grace, as more genuinely relighus. than one whose ex-
perience has been of the quiet ethical type. Indeed the serene, unevent-
ful type or religious transformation, if it is recognized at all, is accepted 
reluctantly and with the feeling that it is far from ideal. And sorretimes 
the sudden emotional type of exp~rienoe is set up as a norm and as the only 
normal and real religious trnnsformation. It is considered the culminating, 
the ideal type by which all other varif:ties of experience are judged a.nd con-
demn.ed. If the individual has not had an experience marked by a deep 
emotional disturbance, if he has seen no visions, heard no voices, received 
no personal revelation, he is ruled out of the ranks of the truly religious. 
Now it is true that the sudden emotional religious transfOl"Mf,tion, as one 
type of experience, is recognized by the modern psychology as perfectly 
legitimate and indeed, for some peopae, the only natural and normal type. 
Nevertheless, it is a mistake to set up the abrupt and striking transformation 
as the one absolute and only ideal for all people. On the other hand there 
hiJ.s been a tendency in some quarters, to exalt the gradual growth type of 
religious transformation. Moreover, gradual growth has 
been looked upon as &n absolutely re~tlnr development, proceeding always 
in the same even w~, through childhood and adolescence. without any periods 
or stages or culminating pointe. Such a development, however. 
• 
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without any periodicity, or marked stages, or crises,is an ideal that is seldom 
reached and, as a fact, is found only in very rare cases. Indeed a growth 
during the adolescent years "so even and symetrical that no crisis should be 
reached, that the capacity for spiritual assimilation should be constantly 
equal to the de:mands that nre rnade on consciousness" nust, ih the very nature 
of things, be irnpossibl~ for ~at people for a longtime to come. Pr,ycholom" 
has discovered, among other things, the.continuous but epochal nature of .relig-
ious development. As in all biological growth, as in rnnn's p~sical and his 
intellectual develormnt so in his religious development there are level planes 
and even growth but also epochal periods and marked crises. And even in cases 
of gradual ermvth, early adolescence marks the beginning of a new religious 
epOCh. .At this time the youth enters into o. ne\v and larger wo.rld. He catches 
clearer and larger visions of God, or duty, _and of religion. .And this rean~ 
a natural crisis. If the religious life is to continue developing there must 
now be ~~de~ in the light of the lnrger experience or this period, a free and 
full decision and choice of the life of obedience to God. Professor Coe has 
put it in this way: "\1e shall not be far from the truth of the matter, if vre 
say that the broader, deeper questi0ning as to the ~enning of life, together 
\Vith the blossoming of the .social instinct, brings tho need of a new and More 
deeply personalization c.f the content of religion. The quickened conscience 
\71th its thirst for absolute :riehteousness; the quickened intellect wl th its 
thirst for a1)solute thirst; the quickened esthetic sense, with its intui tiona 
of beauty thnt ~Je hath not seen and hath not heard; the quickened social sense 
with its longing for y,erfect and eternal companionship; in short the ne·,v mean-
ing-fulness and rnystel"'J of life - all .this tenas to brine in a new and distinct-
ive epoch in :relieious experience. If one hcs not been religious in childhood 
now is the supremely favo:rable time for conversion; and if one has been relig-
ious, tlie:reis still need, in most cases for a personal decision and personal 
' ,. 
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acceptance thut shall supercede the More external habits of childhood. Uith-
out giving to our terms any theological significance. we may say that conver-
sion or some equivalent rersonal1zing of religion. is a normal part of adoles-
cent grO\Yth." (The Spiritual Life, p 30) 
Koens puts it in this ·nay 'fi:hat does adolescence mean to the youth 
who reaches it in a really religious state'? If the child hns been so favor-
ably situated that God's grace blended with proper training, has sup:Dlnnted 
the inehrited depravi~J. does the coming or the adolescent fernent have a~ 
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special iMportance? In a general way it ~y be said thrt adolescence is a time 
or storm and stress for eve~J child. The adolescent has n mass of new powers. 
physical, mental and religious and he scarcely 1mo·.1s how to use them or what 
to do with them. With his ne'.V po~vers the auolescent has a new native instinct 
to test evel"'IJthing and to look for the found<"tions ••••• So we see the religious 
adolescent searching cr·rei\tlly and critically the stock of religious ideas 
.Thich he has enthereti, testing in a serious wey the religious feelings and 
habits which have been cultivated under the authority and guidance of others • 
••••• Broad investigttion into actual cases lends to the conclusion thr.t, even 
where the child seeks and professes conversion before_the adolescent period, 
he is not saved from passing through n grert crisis ~hen this period actually 
arrives. After strife end storm he has to choose Christ anew and settle 
down to serve him. The child who hns been properly trained nnd kept in the 
love of God, but has not professed conversion, passes tbrough no granter chnnge 
in rer:ching the srme :place in the religious life •••• Be it understood ;ve do not 
give the term conversion to this reriod or religious storM and stress through 
which the Christian child passes at adolegcence; ccnversion in tho liMited sensa 
has already taken place in the previous yenrs. The element of conversion. 
lacking up to this time, is now sup:plied. The elenent is free rersonal choice. 
The child must now freel:r and fully accept, choose, adopt as his own the relig-
ious beliefs, feelings, havits and life ;-zhich hnve been brought to him by the 
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·grace of God and :proper training." ("The tthild's Religious Life" r:. G. Koons 
p 102-103) 
Dr• E. s. Lev~is has put the thought in this way. "The spiritual 
awakening of adolescence is in line with conversion, and an extension of this 
when it is not conversion. Previous consecration may have covered all the 
soul are~ of the past, but now the soul hns enlarged and its horl~on has 
broadened. It is naturnl that a ne·.v conseci'ation should give this increment 
to God; and so extensive and profound is the new life thrt this lr.ter con-
secration is often accompnnied with much more in the way of emotional exper-
ience than that which accompanied conversion in childhood." ("The Classmate, 
dvte unknom) And Professor StBrbuck, nfter his study, ca.~ to the conclu-
sion that even in the case of persons born in religious homes, nnd wisely 
taught and trained in religious tllings, the development during early adolescence 
as a rule, is not continuously even, smooth and peaceful. Such a harmonious 
growth, in this stage of life, without any difficulty or friction, indeed, 
he declares to be, even under the most favorable conditions, very improbable. 
The fact is that in normal relieious develop~nt the pubertal 
stage marks a ne;t religious epoch - nnd a natural crisis. Even thoue}l the 
.. 
child has been reared under wise religious auspices, and his heart has always 
been right with God, and he is full of wholesome habits, yet when he arrives 
at early adolescence, and comes into possession of his fully self-determinative 
powers, and face what is virtually a ne71. world, there must be, ordincrily, 
a n~~ decision, choice, affirmation, or confirr.ntion, whichever term may be 
most fitting, .And, owing to the nrture of life at this stnge, ·.vhen there is 
normallY. so ruch of uncertnint~· and inatrbili ty, of confusion and hesi tnncy, 
of difficulty and turmoil, thrt for a long tl~e early adolescence hns been 
called a :period of "storm and streeG," this decision in most cnses, will be 
'· ,,
accompanied with something of friction. or struggle or questioning. 
The rmberta.l r>eriod then, naturally ushers in a new religious eJ?OCh-
and normnlly brings the youth face to face ·.vith a personal religious crisis. 
Even if he is religiously nurtured, and bas already chosen the way of virtue, 
a new decision, lnrger and deeper and more personal, to live n life of obed-
ience to God, must nO\V be made. And, if no choice hns been made heretofore, 
he will come normally nnd inevitably, at this tine, face to face with this 
question of surrendering his life to God. ·~nture has ordered it. There 
comes the feeling · that the crisis of life has arrived and that the decision 
is for all eternity." 
But this brings us to another problem. How can we best secure, in 
this crisis time, a decisive choice of a religious life? How can we most 
approprictely and success~tlly lend our youth, in these critical years of 
early adolescence to freely and fully surrender themselves to the direction 
of a. higher power or to put it in terms of the Christian religion, to submit 
themselves to the Lordship of Christ. There are several methods that are 
frequently used and we proceed to consider four of these in n brief way. 
The first we shall notice is the revival. This word revival is 
ordinarily applied to a sr>ecinl series of evangelistic services. These are 
sometimes led by the minister but frequently by nn evangelist. By direct 
and searching sermons, by touching gospel hymns, by the stimulus of the crowd 
and the force of example, by personal effort and sue£estion eve~r is made to 
induce the; unconverted to surrender to God• The philoso~hy of the 
revival is the philosophy of attention~ \~t cnn be waid of this method? 
Should it be entirely eliminated or does the revivsl still hnve a place nnd 
a function? Thnt there have been evangelists, sometimes, who have thought more 
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o! the loaves and fishes than o! the spirr"tual kingdom, that some revivals 
hsve been marked by unm1e excesses,no o~e will deny. Moreover, there are 
certain inherent tendencies in the revival method which, unless carefully 
euarded against, .will lead to unfortunnte results. 
One danger, some think the grectest, is the tendency of the revival 
to insist upon one type of religious experience, and thct the sudden and strik-
ing type, as the.standerd for every body ~ithout any regard for age or sex or 
teli1!1erament. In other words there is a natural tendency in the revival method 
to overlook and fail to sufficiently recognize the variety of individual temp-
ernment and problems. The attempt is rrade in religicus experience, to cast 
everyone in the same Mould, to force the sa~e standard indiscriminntely u:pon 
all. As a result of this, on the one hand, those people who naturally ex-
:perience religion in this way, are sometimes apt to place too grent value upon 
this mornenta~J c~perience and pr.rticularly its ou~1ard form, its emotional 
accompaniments, and to think too little of a pure heart,clenn hands and lofty 
ideals. On the other hand, those people who, on account of t_emperament, ore 
hardly capable of the prescribed experience are sometimes apt to be thro\vn into 
confusion nnd darJmess because, although they hl:lve earnestly and conscientous-
ly souent the required experience, \hey have failed to attain it. 
Another danger of the revival r.:ethod is its tendency to el"!'lOtion-
ali sm. The evangelistic service na~urnlly apreals to the feelings and tends 
" to arouse emotional exciter::ent. This tendency sometimes goes to extremes. 
And thus in the excitement of the revival people, particularly young people, 
rise or t;o fol"\Varu to the ultar, express a decision to lead a reliGious life, 
sccrcoly kn0wine '.7hnt they are really do inC' or why they are doing it. There 
is no conscious r.:otive, no. int~llectual ele~nt whctever, it is pure feellne 
','lith their o·.vn feeling5 deeply stirred, nnd in the nidst of A erett com:pE.ny 
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of :people whose emotions have been wroueht up to a hieh :pitch, the~~ are carried 
away by the excitement, they ore carried ior.vard by•tthe irresistible force or 
the ensemble." :And the 'tmfortunnte rosul t is that when the revival is past 
and the excitement is over and the exalted feeline has evaporated there is 
apt to be a erave reaction. In some cases the religious interest, in a short 
time, subsides and then entirely vanishes leavine no :perr.J<ment eood. In sone 
other cases a soMe:~h::t artificinl and unnatural experience is r.aintnined though 
it ends inevitably in either n strained or hollow relieious life. In still 
,, 
other cnses the reaction manifests itself in n feeline of indienation, on 
the one hand, or a feeling of con:parative despr.ir on the other, and in either 
case they rebel aeainst the whole institution and they entirely reject relieion.. 
Then another dnnGQr of the revival rrethod is this. The t endenc~· 
of the whole revival s:,stem is to :place erent emphasis upon the sudden and 
stri?~ne relielous experience and its ir.portance. I1loreover, this en:phasis 
is apt to soMewhat obscure the iTqlortance of the eradual and r.e.ri'lllnent :process-
es th[.t must both precede and follow· this culr.:lnation. .And this inherent 
tendenc:,• of the revival znethod aOI"letimes leads evaneelistic workers to forget 
the long :period of :preparation for this crisis hour while they also fnn to 
realize how essen~inl it is th~ t these r.ar1-:ed e:x;r>eriences be followed by in-
tellieent and sympathetic instruction nnd trttininc so thct tho noble resolve 
rney net end in r.ere emotion b~t roy lend on to n consistently and s~·metrically 
develo:pine rellelous life. 
Then there is still another nntural tendency of the reviv~l system, 
which sometimes goes to an extreme and causes unfortunRte results; · 
~ the ver.; nature of the revivr.l and its circurr.stnnces tend to lend eo.rnest relig-
ious workers to foreet the respectful reeard,to fail to rr.anifest thnt delicate 
reverence which is due t1Je individuality~ the :personal life and initintive of 
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others. Undoubtedly this failure has been a stone of sturnbling to ~~ outside 
of the church while it has been a source or s.:prrehension to sone \7ithin the 
church. For somehow every 'intelligent man feels, unconsciously, tlu::t his personal 
religious life, his J:leraonnl relationship with God, is somethine very scored, 
sor:~thing that cannot appropriately be revealed OJ:lenl;>• to the :public always 
and eve~ohere. And the almost ~lthless way in which,- in revivals, evangelists 
and others have sometimes intruded the secret recesses, the inner sanctuary, of 
another life and hr.ve drae;e;ed these sacred exreriencea in various ways, into the 
gaze of the multitude, has beyond doubt done not a little harm •. 
What then shall we say of the revival as a method of lending people 
to choose a religious life. Because sometimes an evangelist is· renll:1 a 'hross 
roads fakir" or the revival is sor.-etimes abused, or because it has tendencies 
thf,t sometimes nre allowed to go to extremes and do h8rm, shall _the revi~al 
method be entirely discerded? Or on the other hand is there a real and :per-
~anent need of so~e -form of revival effort? President H. C. Einc of Oberlin, 
who has made r. very valuable contribution to the discussi'on of the revival. 
ens 1ers this latter question by declaring thnt nass\u:line f•bove all, a wise 
leadersh~r nnd assuming that the revival is csrefully guarded against the 
dangers in revivalism and nssumine thnt the :pressure of it is not :put upon 
young children, it seems to me th::t our ans·.1er r:mst clearly and frankly be in 
the o.ffirn~ tive." (?ersonal and Ideal Slements in 'Education, H. c. Kine ,'?,217) 
Uoreover, he gives the reasons for his faith. He presents the J!Ositive, the 
affirmative arguments for the revival ve~ clearly and cogently. Perhnrs we 
ccnnot do better than to briefly su~rize them at this ~oint. Dr. Kine elves 
several reasons why he thinks the revival still has a real and important place. 
I. There are some people in eve:cy cor..MUnity whose temperai!lent preE!r.~inent-
ly fits them for tho sudden and gl~~ing experience. They will naturally respond 
; 
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most easily to some special effort, some appeal out of the ordinrry. And the 
revival season will likely provide the best time for these people to enter upon 
a religious life. Indeed for such the revival would seem to be almost necess-
ary if their religious life is to be to them thoroughtly real nnd vital. 
II. It is not, however, ·a single temperament that needs the revival 
toot hod. A wise revivalism seems to have a resl contribution to rneke to us 
alL."The moments of insight, the ti~es of vision, the fresh awakening to the 
significance of life, these nean very much to us all. .And we may be wisely and 
rationally helped to them; and we all need such )lelp." Four psychological 
facts are of significance here: (1) First there is the fact, which psycholoey 
makes clear that the most if'll?Ortant life hnbits tend to establish themselves 
before adolescence is over, and th~t chnracter tends to "set lil:e plaster." 
And this, of course, suggests the grert inporta..>1Ce of rieht decisions made early 
in life and certainly eve~J rational mean~.·including the revival, that will 
better insure such decisions ought to be used. (2) Another pr:ychological 
feet is this, Professor J.~rnes declares thnt all those chances of heart, 
tl.Wakenines of conscienco, etc., which roke ne·n ren of us belong to the form 
of decision thct takes place when we "suddenly pass from the easy and careles~; 
to the sober and strenuous mood." Hence the presence of such moods, out of 
which our ere[. test choices, dec is ions corr~onl~· eroi-t, may be of most vi tal im-
portance. ' ( 3) By obso1-ving the psycholoeicnl laws of attention we can do 
sor.:ethine to r..ake the "sober and strenuous rood" r-ossible for ourselves and 
others. Throueh selective attenticn we rnl'.y deternine the elements of our en-
vironr.ent tMt shall most influence us. If the erect religious truths ::md 
facts are to bulk ns lHrge in our lives as they oueht they rrust have attention. 
1~oreover, we cannot eet b'IJ ~ere scntterell bits of nttention whrt we can get bY 
prolonged t:nd absorbed attention. l.nd it is the extended and concentrated 
S:OH£14 a ~ ; JAP ~.~~,.·~-"V""-ll"'P--~-. ....-,.......-
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attention that ler,ds most nnturally and certrdnly to this"sober and strenuous 
mood," and causes a firn.er hold uron spiritual realities, and eives these great 
realities their legititn..'lte po·,ver with us, and religicus inter0.sts becor::e the 
supreme interests of our liy·es. .And just the ne~ded op;ortuni ty for J:>rolonged 
and concentrated attention to the erent t~1ths end reAlities of religion is 
provided by an intelligent revival. (·1:) Then there is one other rsychological 
princirle vlhich must be noted in this connection. Beyond question the fnot 
that many others about ns at a certain time are eivinc earnest attention to 
religion noturnlly helps to :·roduce that "sober und strenuous mood out of 
wh:ch our great decisions are born." In other words there is ··1hnt might be 
called a spiritual atmosphere inn congregntion, determined by the tone of tho 
•. ' 
individual ninds, which tends norr..ally to induce tbnt nood in which "we ore cop-
nble of our best" Hence the sea.so11 of religious interest is, in this respect, 
a socirl opportunity of real and larc;e sic;nificance and here is Lmother reasor; 
why D sane revival rey bring valuEJble results to nriy of us. 
III. In the third .IJlnce the iMportance of feeling in all life 
should not be overlooked. President Kine refers to the suge;estlve fact thnt 
such a scholar Dnd authorit~, t4s Prof. Jnr.-es, of Hnrtard, in his lectures on 
•'Tne Varieties of Religious L"Cperience" places ereatest emphasis upon the 
elernent of feeling in relieion while he subordinates its intellectual r>nrt. 
Prof. Coe, enother t·uthority in this field, sn:rs th't , .. ,ve are sufferine not 
from excess of er..otion in religion but rather froM, too little emotion, from 
the tw.rrowness of our erootionnl rane;e." Indeed no one can doubt the rnct thr-t 
"fee line; has great iMportance fer relleion as eiving th8 sense of reality, and 
eiving powerful motive for nctio;1." (?erspna.l ond Ideal Elements in Educction •. · 
H. c. Kine p ~28) Hence when enotion is rationally stirred, when feeling 
arises n ..... turnlly in the presence of erect religious realities and verities, 
] 
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even as in other spheres of life, fr: r from beine conderm.ed or ignored it should 
be oc.n:mende_d and cov~;:ted. So thnt the revival, ~· its tendency to bring some 
reel feeling into the religious life, has real psychologicnl justificntion. 
But, to lenve Dr. Kine's excellent discussion of the revivnl, whnt cnn be said 
I 
of the revival for Qdolesoence? Dr. Forbush declares thnt it appeals particular-
ly to &dolescence nnd is referring especinlly to early adolescence where he 
writes "It satisfies the enotional nature. It is a sir.1ple appeal to the heart. 
Take nwny the late hours, the lone servicf.•S, the untrni. ned nnd fanatic exhorters -
fe&tures \1hich nre incidentals - and reduce it to n 'children's crusade,' in 
whioh the social and emotional elenent is retained, where the ideal of the 
heroic and loving Christ nnd His grand &nd strenuous service are held up by 
the pastor or a wise s:pecialist with children, and we have nn instrument of 
historic dignity and per:pet"qal valtle. The d~nger is of forcing the nature 
before it has come to its day of choice, nnd the neelect to follow up the deci-
a ion by CE reful tra.inina. ( Q.uoted frcrn the Senior \7or1r:e r and Ria \','ork, E. s. 
Le·.·Jis, p 265) 
Hence we conclude·thnt the sane and intellieent revival, as a 
method of inducing a relieious decision. still has a :place and is nc't to be 
entirely discarded. Indeed lt is sonewhst sugeestive in this connection, that 
the sncerdotal churches are tending toward soFJething like this very method in 
their so-called "retreats" and "missions." 
Another method frequently used to bring youth to a choice of the life 
of obedience to God is 1hat is corTl'lonly known as Decision Day in the Sunday 
. 
School. Sorneti!""es other names v.re used such as Aoknowled{!enent Dny. Wi tnes::::ing 
Day, and Frtlition Day. AlthouBh called Decision Day and culminating on a select-
ed Sundey it is IJro:perly nn<l rer.lly a :period rnther thon a dl:\7. The :pastor, 
superintenL:ent nnd tee.chers of the Sundny School, who decide upon the date fOl' 
Decision Sundr~, usua~ly leave a month or six weeks, et the leastiin which to 
~ro~erly prepnre for it. Durine this time the minister takes it u~ in the 
pulpit in \VB.ys that seem to him wise and the young people ei ve 1 t a place in 
their ~royer meetings. The teachers endeavor to be with their scholars, as 
much as possible, outside the Sundey School hour. The~y visit the homes of the 
FQPils and, if it may be done appropriately, seek to lead them to a decision. 
Or a tender and earnest letter, making a ~ersonnl appeal, is used to win them 
to Christ. An effort is made by the superinttmdent and teachers to secure 
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the hearty cooperation of the rcrents. The mid-week prayer meeting, immediately 
precedine Decision Day, is often devoted to the Sun~ School. The aim is to have 
all the Sunday School teachers and the parents, so far as possible, ~resent 
at this service to eneaee in united prayer for the salvation of the youth. 
The··pastor s~ea¥.s of' the great il!ll'ortance of this .. work. When the Decision 
Day session of the Sunday School comes-and itis preceded by a special pr~yer 
meetine of' the officers and teachers if convenient - the openine exercises 
are a little loneer tl~n usual and more than ordinarily devotional and evange-
listie in s~irit. The lesson for the d~ is either much shortened or entirely 
omitted. Fnmilinr h:nnns that are tender and ~rsuasive are sung. Some of the 
officers and teachers lend in prayer and offer testimonies a~propriate to the 
service. The m1perintendent e~resses his deep interest in the spiritual 
welfare of the schol~rs, the younger grades of course. not being present. 
An opportunity is then given the teachers to r.~ke their plea •. ~hen the pasto~ 
. . 
or some o~e in his stead, briefly and sinply explains the moaning of this 
step, Whst it means to choose Christ as Lord and Savious. and makes a quiet, 
earnest appropriate appeal for ir.r.edint~ decision. This is followed at once 
by an opportunity to accept and rerha:ps to confess Christ. Sometines the 
scholars are asked to si~ a decision card, so~~times they nre invited to 
rise or to come to the altRr and nfte~vards sign a card. Those who decide to 
follow Jesus are usually gathered into training classes, ordinarily in chorge 
of the pastor, where they are prepared for Membership in the church. ·Some-
times the decision cards are given out the sabbath previous to Decision D~ 
and are signed at home after consultHtion \'lith the parents. Sometimes the 
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teachers mak~ it their principal endeavor to secure the decision of the scholars 
one by one, by rersonal appeal, beforehand and those who decide help to bring 
others to a decision. Decision Day thus becomes more truly a Witnessing Day. 
"'rhe best form of card, perhars, is one that r..ay be signed by every pupil with 
four spaces in \Vhich the name may be entered as "Professing Christian and 
church member.n Profe.ssing Christian but not a church Joomber," ''Not a professing 
Christian~ "God helping me, I choose henceforth to lead a Christian life." 
A religious census of the school is thus taken, and embarassment is avoided, 
as every one signs a card." (The ~pil and The Teacher. L. A· Weigle, p 205) 
But what shell we say of Decision Dny as a method of lending youth to 
definitely choose the religious life? There are, undoubtedly, in this method 
some inherent shortcomings. For exnrr.ple; the form of social sugeestion as 
Decision Day is ordinDrlly observed, is open to question and certainly leaves 
• 
something to be desired. Some youth alreost inevitably will sign a card be-
cause others are doing it, merely because of the social contagion of the time. 
Such decisions, of course, are superficial and the results are not li?..ely to be 
lasting. There is also the unfortunate effect upon those who refuse to accept 
Christ when all the scholars are brought face to face with the great alterna-
tive. They see no direct and il1T'le,:iate evil result - no lightning stroke of 
retribution from heaven- and the next yenr it is easier to refuse. "Is it 
wholesome thus to lead young souls up to the great alternative and let the will 
fail, and do it year after year?" 
-· 
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Then there are certain dangers into which this method is quite opt 
to lead unless they· are carefully guarded against. One is the mistake of ex-
pecting'too mach of a single day or .n brief period end s~ placing too little 
emphasis upon continuous direct personal effort for each individual scholar. 
A few weeks, much leas a. sinB].e service, can never atone for or r.nl~e up for 
months of neglect and carelessness. Anothe~ dancer is a failure to prayer-
fully and wisely plan for and prepare for the Decision Dey by a previous cam-
pa.ign which shall lead up to it in a natural and appropriate way. .lt must be 
reme~bered that, in eve~J way, Decision Day should coMe "as the shooting 
up of the blade, and not the plucking up of roots." Still another peril is 
the mistake of not following up earnestly the \vork of Decision Dey. In a 
sense our work for the youth who choose Christ at this service, instead of 
I 
being ended, is only just beeun. For now they rr.nst be further instructed 
and trained in the Christian life, and in due season enter into the fellowship 
of the Church, and be given some definite work to do. Nevertheless, notwith-
standing its inherent shortcoMings andpossible dangers Decisjon Day hns undoubt-
edly led s great rnnny youth to a definite choice of the religious life. And 
although through shiftles~ preparation and rnisrannge~ent Decision Day has some-
times been a failure and the result has been worse than if no such attempt had 
beon mde yet when J:lrOJ:lOrly plnnned, nnd carried out, and followed UJ:l, and 
wisely safeeuarded, it has acco~lishod much good. Still it is not an ideal 
method. 
The third method, thr-.t ·ne shall notice, which is frequently used 
to ler d youth into tho relir;ious life and the church is the Confirmation 
Class. ~'his is the usual r.othod of the liturgical churches such as the 
Episcopc.l and Lutheran as 71ell as the Ronan Catholic. The Confirrnntion 
Clnse beloneo normally in the early adolescent reriod. According to this 
··~ 
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scheme of religious training the children are christened in infancy. The 
baptized child is looked upon as alrea~ in the kingdom, ·~otential~ regener-
ate," "received into the grace of God." As soon as possible he is taught 
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the simpler truths of the catechism and is nurtured with the expectation that· 
when the years of' discretion com he will enter ·into the privileges and res-
ponsibilities of ~mbership in the church. Ordinarily the congregation is 
reminded by announcement in church of the approach of confirne.tion. The rector 
sometimes preaches a sermon on the importance and the significance of the rite. 
Candidates are then invited to send their names to the clergy. The hour :for 
tr~ meeting of the Confirmation Class is then appointed, the class meeting 
ordinarily once a week in a session of about three quarters or an hour. Twelve 
wedte is the usual length of the course although 1 t varies somewhat. It "is 
seldom shorter tnan ten weeks or longer than fourteen. Frequently the boys 
and girls are separated \7.hile receiving the confirmation construction. This, 
however, is not an invariable rule. The work of the Confirmation Class is 
properly both instructive and devotional. 
In regard to instruction the candidates are taught the meaning of 
confirnation and instructed in the duties, responsibilities and privileges of 
the Christian life. The devotional side of the life of each member or the cl&ss 
is also given care:f'ul, consideration, attention and guidance. Sometimes, about 
the middle of the course of preparation, each candidate is asked to send to the 
rector in charge of the class, a brief and simple letter answering the question 
'1iey I wish to be confirned." This is done to bring to a point the instructions 
already given and to prepare :for what is to come. This letter will naturally open 
the wey :for and will be used as the basis of a :frs~ personal talk with the can-
didate and turning point in the work o:f preparation. The rector makes use 
of this opportunity to learn if the candidate understands the real import of 
··:. 
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the Confirmation Class and is doing the work intelligently. This inter-
view, however, will not have so rm.tch to dO with his knowledee of the catechism 
as with his devotional life, his :personal religious attitude, and the aim will 
be to lead to a genuine decision, to bring the soul into personal and vital 
touch with God. 
Moreover, this decision, if the MeAning of_ the step is evidently 
understood, this simple act of. will is all that is required for confirmation. 
A sudden conversion, an emotional experience,is not considered essential to full 
roombership in the church. The last.meGting in the cou~se of preparation is 
naturally glvenlargely to instructions ·.vith regard to the details of the con-
firmation service. The first celebration or Holy Co~~ion, after confirma-
tion is sometimes attended by the new cor.lr!!Unicants in a body, and ror this 
':'eason the service i.s rr.a.de espec~ally impress! ve. Sometimes, on th!3 l!onday 
evening follmving first communion, or soon after, the comMUnicants nre 
invited to a social gathering nt the parish house. Refreshments, perhaps, 
are served and then there is a devotional service at which the rector delivers 
a short address upon the religious life and urges the new members of the church 
to take up some definite Christian work. It is quite cornnon for clergymen, 
at this time, to give each new communicant sone little book on Christian living 
and also a little book that deals· particularly with Holy ComMUnion. 
And wnat ehD.ll >ve sey of the Confirnntion Class as a method or 
leading youth to choose the will of God? That much can be said in its favor 
no unprejudiced and intelligent person ~ill deny. That it avoids some of the 
shortcomings inherent in Decision Day, as that is usually observed, is undoubt-
edly true. "Ita systematic lending up to decision, its :proper use of social 
suggestion to secure decision, its lack or hard conditions" (The Pupil and 
. 
The Tencher, L. A. Weigle, p 204) nre all certainly, to be commended. There 
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are, however, some real dangers to which this method is liable and into which 
it frequently falls in actual practice. Two of these we shall notice. One 
danger is that the work of the Confirmation Class will be nerely forrrt~l; that the' 
crO'ovning purpose or confirrrntion, the genuine personal contact of the soul 
with God, may be overlooked in the mere routine of the class. ~here is this 
real danger that the course of preparation for membership in the church may 
not be as profoundly spiritual and as directly personal as it ought to be. 
Consequently there will be no deeply personal choice of the religious life 
and no vital reli~ious experience. The ~routh will be received as a com-
municant of the church merely because he has reached the age of discretion 
and has a fair knowledge of the catechism - it will be a merely forr.sl step 
and the future yenrs will be spiritually forrlli.l ?-nd fruitless. 
The other dnneer although a grave one, \Ve pass over quickly as it 
does not bear so directly upon our theme. The danger is that, having taken 
all the essential steps, having r~ssed through all the necess2ry instn1ctio~, 
and having been confirmed as a co~nicant of the church, the youth will 
look upon him~elf as havine alrea~ attained spiritual conpletenoss. 
Hence that which should properly be matriculation day in a nature spiritual 
life becomes a sort· of graduation d~ which ends all effort and progress. 
These dnngers, however, do not inhere in the method nnd may be guarded 
against. It should be remembered, too, that the confirmation sy~tem has 
long ages of ~rnctice behind it to testify to its worth. Moreover, it is a 
significant fact that ·~nder various nanes and forms, such as catechetical 
classes, DSstor's classes, and the like, which offer srecial instruction for 
those about to Join the clmrch, its es~ential fe~tures are coming back into 
the churches where it has been supplanted by the methods of the revival sys-
. t em. " (Leaflet , nut ho r unkno\vn ) Indeed it has been eue~ested that in order 
to secure the best results the Confirmation Class should be a recognized part 
of the intermediate department of the Sunday School, that it should be elec-
tive and taught by the minister. By this arraneenent the pupils would enter 
the Confirmntion Class in a perfectly natural way, when they had reached the 
early adolescent years, and it would become an integral ~~rt of a true system 
of educational evangelism. 
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The last method of lending youth to a choice of the rellgiO'lis life, 
thnt we shall notice is what ls known as educational evangelism. This method, 
as its nal"'l6 succests, is evangelistic ih aim while it is educr.tional in method. 
Its FUrpose is the same as thet of the revival, nanely, to bring youth to God, 
to secure the salvation of souls. To be sure salvation may be stated various-
ly according as we look at it from one standpoint or· another. The theologian, 
nsturally, looks nt salvation as a divine work wroueht in behalf of and in 
the hur.:mn soul. From the standpoint of the ordinar,y Christian disciple sal-
vation means to be snved from sin, to be fashioned into the irrnge of Christ. 
To the psychologist, however, who n~turally thinks r.:ore particularly of what 
takes place in the soul itself, salvation is the attainMent, by the individual, 
of his highest good "by a Ilroper adjustr.:ent of his entire nature to his total 
environr.:ent" Uoreover, educational' ev::meelism, agreoble to modern thinking, 
conceives salvation as a willing surrericler to God, a glad and I?Ositive choice 
of the divine will, a f:ree, full per~onal adjustment to the eternnl lnws, 
that shall bring 1~rmanent and full satisfaction and I?eace to the soul. And 
this greet salvntion educational evangelism airr.s to acconi?lish. 
But while it is evangelistic in aim it is edncnt ional in method. 
It pursues the evnneelistic aim, it seel~s th.-! snlvation. of souls, it enclenvors 
to secure a rle;ht adjustment of the individunl to the divine order, by the 
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euucntionnl method, the norrral developnent of the soul's cnpccity for God 
by the appropriate teaching of divilte truths. Jast as the ev&naellsm of 
the revival atte~ts, by concentrated efforts and protracted gospel reetlngs 
to bring r~ople to God1 so educfitionnl ev~~gelian proposes to accomplish sim-
ilar results through the agency or educPtion• .ln other words this new con-
caption of evangelism is founded u1cn the princirle thnt the Spirit of God 
can do his regenerntine work upon the soul through educntionol _means., by 
religious educntion and decision as truly ns by the revival and conversion. 
The word educr:.tlon, ho·:te·rer, in this connection, Y!!llst £10t be 
thought of in any narrow or p&rtitJl sense. !~Kinley sreal:s of this larger 
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meanine of the word educr,tion thus: "Education is the development of the inner 
cap;::cities of the soul. uit is not posf'ible," declares President Butler or 
Columbia College, "for ,,s ever llgt.in to identify cducotlnn v:ith mere acquisition 
of learnlng ••••• It m1st mean~ gradual ndjust~ent to the spiritunl possessions 
of the rRce," But the adjuotrr.ent of life to t!le spiritunl realities with 
which ren have to do is rrecisely the work of ewmeelisrn." (Educc.t 1onn1 
Evangelism, c• E. Hct:inley p 107) Oscar r .• Joserh, wri tine in the Sunday 
School Journal ( 1913) on euucationcl evaneelism scys sueeestively: "lt has 
el von sone the ir~rression t:hr.t this is l:in tJttenr;t to \;ork the Miracles of 
grace by education, by which they mean book learnine. .b.s a matter of fact, 
educntion elms nt the dovelcrment of the ·.1hole person. Religion cannot be 
thoughtof c.s c.n e;:.:clusive :phase of life. So religious educr.tion endeavors 
to enrich intellect, conscience, and will in order thnt there Mny be e har-
nonious unfoldine of n full per~'onnllty which makes Jesus Christ conspicuous 
.. 
and central." :Prof. Coe refers to the sa.Me generPl thought in these words: 
"Snlve.tion by educr.tlon is fl. !Jossibility and o. fnct beccuse educntion is not 
m-e1·ely sor.othing thr.t we do to nnd for the child, nnd not J'119rely this united 
·:tlth the child's own efforts for hlrself. God is th~' central reality of the 
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whole. Re ia the moving force, the elver of the inner law, Cind the eoal · 
of c.ll human· development. Through educo.t ion He e:x.te11ds His saving erace to 
the child. This irr::plies that \1e understand educntion in no shnllow oense. 
\le mE1y, of course, exercise one nuscle while we r;ermit another to utrop'hy, 
end just so \'le rcJ;ty train some of our faculties ·.vhile others lie dorrrent, and 
this ·,;e may mietr.ke for educntion. But when education is tnken in the profound 
sense of brineing to expression that which is deepest and r.ost real in men, 
then it becomes n neans of me..king him conscious of the God in whom he lives 
o.nd rr.oves and :h.a.s his being ••.••• It can nnd does bring r.en to the obedient 
re~g-enition of God as the supreme reality, and of Christ as the Uey, the 
Truth and the Life. This is salvation by educr,tion." (The P.3liCion of A 
llDture !.lind, G• A• Coe p 319 l 
This is the larger concer-tion of education of which scientific 
evaneelism has caught the vision. For the modern educator looks upon the child 
not as n little adult but rathe~ suigeneris. He is a livine organism, a grow-
ing life. and in his developr.JCnt certain profound chanees occur nt comp&.ra-
threly definite tines. Hence the child of ten yeera is verJ different from 
the child he wns at four yecra or age and the youth of fifteen is almost entire-
ly d1ffere;1t from whnt he was at ten. In other words the child, in his devel-
opment, :passes throueh sevElrlll relatively distinct staees of growth between 
birth anu mturity. And the nim of education i·s to r.!eet the :peculic.r needs 
of the child nt ench stage, to use those Methods of trainine th~t will most 
appropriately n.."l.d succes!1:t'u1ly brine out his innnte ro'.vers Dnd helr him to 
live his own and his fullest life at ench period. ~o be sure this is a 
recent discover,y but one thf>t hns nlrendy exerted n ere~t influence. And 
educational evangelism recoenizes these :princi:pleP or eener~l pedneoe1 and 
seeks to utilize then in its rroeran of relieioua education. To this end, and 
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for :purposes r.f religious training, iron:-.ature individuals ure divided into 
difrerent departments and classes according to the chnneea by which nature 
separates them. The aim is to hell! the soul realize its fullest vosaibiliti9s 
at each unfolding staee of life, But while the business of educational evange-
liam is to so :present divine truth as to "call forth the fitting response of 
the soul at every sta.ee of its growth from infancy to r.J.:l.turity, 11 and thus the 
religious problem is the same for all ages, nevertheless this problem becomes 
peculiarly acute and uniquely critical in the fateful yerirs of early adolescence. 
With children the object of scientific evanselisrn is, ~J proper in-
struction and training in righteousness, to promote a norrr~l and quiet religious 
development. In order to develop the religious capacities of the child he is 
ap:prorrlately taught such truths as the being of God, Hie n.earness, power, and 
kindness, the life of Chri~t, His love and sacrifice, and the elerr.ental require-
rnents of the moral law and the Christi:m life. To train the little ones in 
practical righteousness, to inculcnte good habits, to teach obedience, kind-
ness and cheerfulness, and "to keep the wey open to God - this is to nurture 
true religion." (Elements of Religious Pedaeogy, P. L. Pnttee, :p 53) 
In this period of childhood, of course, no attempt should be nncle to draw a sharp 
line between saint and sinner, believer and unbeliever, saved and unsaved. But 
\Vhen the child reaches the years of onrly adolescence he enters the period of 
discretion and :person~l choice. The aim of spiritual effort is still the her-
monious adjustment of the :personal life to the divine order• This adjustment, 
now, however, includes e.nd cnn be realized only as the soul intelligently and 
Willingly adapts itself to the rer;uirerrents of God. Here then the education-
al ideAl and the evangelistic ideal beocrne one. The ain of religious educa-
tion in this period is directly evangelistic. The deliberate object of 
relieious work for ~·outh is to secure a sincero personal choice of the religious 
------------------------------~~~~~======================~====~=====··~ 
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life, to induce a definite decision to do the will o-r God. 
This personal choice, however, educational evangelism would secure 
by educationr.l ooans rather than by one, brief mighty appeal to the emotions. 
If there is to be a free personal adjustment to the divine order, if, to 
s~ak from the standpoint of Christianity, there is to be a willing and glad 
surrender to the lordship of Christ, it must come about ~ the positive and 
decisive action of the individual's own will. "But the act of will by \Vhich 
a life is brought into e.djustment with the \Vill of God is not to be conceived 
as a mighty effort of the self-determining faculty under stress of intense 
emotional excitement awakened by the sanctions with which some such appelll as 
"Choose you this day whom ye will serve" is enforced, but as the automatic 
consequence of voluntary attention given to the idea of personal fellowship 
with God until that idea has become winning, dominant, masterful. \Vhenoe it 
follows, as a regulative principle for evangelism, that the salvation of 
humnn souls is to be promoted chiefly by getting religious ideas into the 
focus of attention." (Educational Evangelism, c. E. McKinley, p 138 ). For 
educational evangelism believes with modern psycholoS1, that "conscious pro-
cesses of a~ sort, merely as such, must pass over into motion, open or con-
cealed. The problem of right choice, then, is sirnply to find and bring to 
the fore the right idea." (Educational Evaneelism, c. E. McKinley, p 136 ). 
Hence again to use the words of 'McKinley who puts this thought very briefly 
and clearly, because of this immediate connection between ideas and actions 
"the most siL~ificant work that can be done·to promote the salvation of men is 
the \VOrk or him who furnishes the young mind with its ideas of religion. 
The truths or the gospel, inwrought into the mind by roothods that are educa-
tionn~, are more efficacious in winning the wills of men than any other 
·--·----··--·------
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instruments whatever •••• Let the truths of the gospel. be actually taught, 
held in the focus of attention until they become an inalienable portion of the 
mental etore, and their effects will duly appear in conduct and char.acter. 
The Spirit waits upon truth so receiv~d, and God is pleased to impart the di-
vine life to men b:l its means." tEducntionnl :Evnnc;elisn, Charles E. :UcKinley, 
p 143 and 145.) 
This then is the position of educational evangelism. However it rnay 
be explained theologically or psychologically, constructive evangelism accepts 
the truth t~~t Jesus declared when he put his hands on the little children and 
said "Of such is the ldngdon of God." This does not mean, of course, that 
the child is spiritually rr~ture and complete, Nor does it r.1ean that when 
children reach the adolescent reriod there is not to be ony such exrerience 
as decision, confiroation or conversion. It r.eans sfMply thnt conversion, 
th&t is the personalizing of religiou "should foll0\1 in the child's life as the 
A follows the blossom." Ever.y child is a nenber of the kingdorn of God, he 
rossessos the birthridht or religion,. ::.nd all the child needs is that his 
cnpaeity for God, his religious possibilities, be drmvn out and properly 
developed as his life unfolds by appropriate religious environments and trnin-
ing. And this growth, as we have nlready noted, is norr'k'11ly grr,dual and un-
eventful during the yerrs of childhood. But with adolescence the tir.e orrives 
for the religion of childhood to corn to its glory in a life thnt by a free, 
glad !Jersonul choice corr.es to love and serve God. For the child, however, 
who has been developed nccording to the true principles of scientific evange-
lism, "regener:-..tion, in the sense of a conscious personnl choice," at this 
time, will be n n~~tral, ensy and alnost inevitnble ate~· ~slett hns ex-
pressed the thought thus: "The ideal method is for the child to gro·n and 
develop through :proper environment nn,~ instruction and troinine into ~ religious 
experience and life ~ore nnd more advanced with the years nnd for the ~ost 
part unconscious, and. then \Vhen the eolden tir.-e nrri vr·s, as nrri ve it will 
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naturally from about 12 to 10 years or age• there will be .a no:rrral tendency 
to manifest the religious change known as conversion publicly and in some 
more tanSible and lusting form and when judgment and reason may give meaning 
to the experience." (The ~edneogical Bible School, s. B. Haslett, p 132) 
As to the agencies Vfhich educational evangelism naturally uses 
to accomplish its results it "honors all the Sf:rvices of the church, nll the 
religion of the horne, us means of r.-JSking disCi!lles of Christ." .Among the 
educational forces of the church may be r.1entioned the semon, the sacraments, 
the mid-;veek prayer r.:eeting, the youn.g people's society, the confirrnc'ltion 
class nnd above all the preeminent educational agency of the church - the 
Sunday School. And upon these ordinn:ry agencies, without any special ser-
vices or unusual appeals,and sup!llernents only by constant and 1vholesorne personal 
influence, constructive evangelism de!lends to do its work and win its victories. 
The Surtd.ny School, ho·never, con never rench its highest possibilities 
for educational evangelism unless its program of religious training is in hnr-
mony with the principles of modern paycholoey and pedagogy. And this means 
that the SUnday School mtst be properly graded and bro~dly educational. It 
means that the Sunday School nust recognize the wide sweep of religious educa-
tion in its broad sense as the enrichment rutd enlargement of the whole nature 
and realize thnt religious education includes the training of the body as well 
as the mind and that it involves the exercise of the emotions end will as well 
ns the intellect. Then the Sun~ School must be properly graded. The scholars 
nust be divided into different d8~rtr..ents, according to the ~tural stages 
of life, and again into classes according to ege and physical, mental and 
spiritual development. The Methods of teaching, also, and the teaching rrnter-
ials must be suited to the intellectual ~~~ers, the dominnting interests and 
the spiritual needs of the pu!llls. 7nwt ~tis means in the intermediate grade, 
the yenrs of early adolescence, is evident. For in the plan of emlcntionnl 
evangelism the teacher's nim. in this crisis stnge, is imrnediatel~ and direct-
ly evangelistic, to ,lead the youth freely and fully to choose to do the will 
of God. "Early adolescence is to the religious teacher whet the revival period 
is to the evangelist.". Hence the materials of religious training which shall 
meet tho spiritual needs of this ~riod, while following in natural order.what 
has preceded, munt be selected with pr~ticular reference to the evangelistic 
aim. In other words the religious instr~ction of the internediate depart-
ment, the early adolescent yec.rs, must dwell upon individual ethics and per-
sonal responsibility. This demand is met in the Internhtional Series of Graded 
Lessons used by Protestant Christianity, by Old Testament biographical studies 
followed by biogra:Phical studies in the New Testament and church hintory, 
while in the fifteenth year when, broadly speaking, the first great wave of 
religious L1terest culminates, the lessons are in the life of Christ - the 
' aim being so to present Him that scholars will voluntarily and gladly accept 
Him as Teuch~:r, Lord and Saviour. 
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The work o£ the ~~dny school, of course, as his been sugeested, should 
be supplemented b:• all the other normal religious agencies of the church and 
home, while the help and influence of a personal friend of strong religious 
character is of inestimable value nt this period of life. Moreover, to the 
Sundcy School teacher, with his frequent personal contact and intimate indlvid-
ual lmo\vledge of his :PU:Pila, is given a unique O:Prortunity to be such n friend. 
No scholar in the Sun~ School ought ever to be nllo~ed to go through nnd 
out of the intermeuinte department without having an np~ropriate op~orttmity 
to mnke n definite, personal choice of the religious life. And no one, un-
less it be r~rent or pastor, cnn give this or.portunity sc naturally. and 
help in this n~~ ndjustr.~nt of life so efficiently, as the wioe, faithful, 
and loving Sunday School teacher. Hence, the trne teacher, in the inter-
mediate department, not only endeavors to instruct his pupils faithfully but 
he also seeks by personal fellowship and friendship to know their lives in nn 
intimate and sympnthetlc way and then he welts and watches for the golden hour, 
. . 
the psychological moment, in whic~ to speak the quiet, earnest, appropriate 
word thnt will, almost inevitably, lead to a definite personal choice by the 
pupil of the religious life, or more concretely, in the Christian faith, the 
choice or Christ as Lord and !!.aster. ~his will naturally be followed by 
a2public confession of Christ. The confession may be made in a~ one of sever.al 
ways such as rising for prayers, signint; a decision card, uniting with a 
young people's society, etc., but the best Method, as a rule, is thr:t ·~vhich 
prevails in the church with which the individual is affiliated. Thn.n, after 
proper preparation in the rnstor's class or in some other appropriate way, 
the youth enters into the nenbership of the church and into active pnrticipa-
tion in its .vork. 
Educational evaneelism then believes thnt "the Word F.l)..y be taught 
as well ns preached with power." It places the Sundny Schocl before the re-
vival service ns an aeency for brincine youth into harmony with God. It looks 
uron the teacher as the "prince of evnncelists." "lt aims to provide for every 
youth an educational aprroach to reraonnl religion, a religious training that is 
ever,rwhere evancelistic in purpose but educational in rr.ethod, thnt shares its 
expectations, year b'IJ yenr, iri accord::mce with the work that nature 1 s then 
doine in•;the soul, and counts upon the saving grnce of God to work along the 
lines of spiritual develorrnene." (Educntionnl EVangelism, c. E. HcY.inley, 
p 224) It believes that such broad religious trninine ·.vill lead naturally, 
in early adolescence, to e. definite nnd e-lad choice of the hi["Jler life, in the 
Christian relieion or Christ and His service, and thnt those who come to this 
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decision through educctlonal evancrelisrn will be intellieent, stable nnd efficient 
servants or God. 
. _ _...:.::__:.;. ________ _ 
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And what shall we say of educational evangelism as a method of leading 
youth to a choice of the religious life? That there are dangers, such e. g. 
as placing too much emphasis u~on the rr.erely intellectual, or falling to secure a 
clear and definite personnl decision in ear,ly adolescence, or the icnoring on-
tirely of the value of feeling, into \Vhich educationnl evaneelisrn unless prop-
erly guarded, rr~y fnll iR doubtless trJe. None of these, hmvever, nre inherent 
in the system. Uoreover, it r.ust be remel:lbered, nlso that educa.t ionnl evr:.nge-
liam recognizes that, for those who have had no proper religious trainine or 
for any other ret.son have co~e to Mnture life unsaved, other and special methods 
are necessarJ. The rarticulnr field of educational evnngelis:r.~ is youth. 
Nor does it clnim that it can "bring all even of the serious ninded and well 
intentioned youth into the church." Nevertheless educctional evangelism is 
certainly an adnirnble rrethod of lendbg :'outh into a vital relation to God 
r.nd a life rf efficient service. It is in ha.rncny vith tho tcn~hines and 
rrethods of the Haster and r.cets all the demands of nodern science. It is 
pregna.'lt with r)ronise and bids fair to bocorr:e the chief ro1i6nce of the church 
in win::1ing youth to God. 
Then there is another question, r.risine na.tu:rall~, in this connec-
tion, ·.1hose ans·.'1er is lrn:r:licit in whn.t hns alreaey berm •:rritten, but which 
perhars oueht to be Ems,7ered nore definitely before this thesis is concluded. 
While it is nntural for the ~·outh to exr:eri ence a relie;ious a71nkenine, n 
ne;; spiritunl birth in adolescence it is not to be inferred tr;:t the event 
is r.:erely a nntnrnl one; that it is entirelj• the work of nature with n srrDll 
"n" The deer)est and most vitnl foetor in this e~:rerience is snro~at"..lrnl 
The now s:piri tnal birth is al~'IOJS n birth frorr. cbove. r.nile relieious de-
cis Ion c.nd the beeinninc of tho Cnrintir.~l l ifc r,re closc1j.· associated with ( 
--========---=--~~ 
the radical p~rsicnl and n:ental chn."1ees end transfo:::-r.Vltions of tl1e rl1bortnl 
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period, they r.re not merely the nutom:.tic rest1lt of these nei'l p~~sioloeicnl 
. nnd :psychicnl forces of et.rly udolescence. n The :p~oical hns its effect 
u:pon the spiritunl but it is not the cr.use •• , •• \Tnen it is desir&1Jle thnt the 
fire in e. f'urnMe should 'burn more briskly v1e o:r·en the drnucht doer, and 
• 
thereby "tl.dr.lit the oxycen which hns all e.lonr, been envelopint; the furnc.ce nnd 
. only awr>iting for an opportunity to be used in the work of combustion. So 
the :peysicnl chr.ne;es occurrinG at adolescence, ·:Jhile the~,r do not :produce rellg-
ion, do, nevertheless, open he\'1 doors of impress ibllity whereby the ever-
present divine Spirit ma:,r enter tl1e 1:1ind tmd henrt r.ore fully." (The Spirl tual 
Life, G. A. Coe p &3) KOons decl~res the s&re t~lth in this stnter.ont: 
"The :fact thr.t conversion r::ost frequently ncr.o1T!Vdnies the naturnl ]!hysicnl 
end mental chances Of adolescenCe is no IJrOOf Whf.tever thct it is itself ll Mere 
natural chant:..re• The fact· is thnt ph:rsicnl Pnd !'!'ental conditions durinG cdol-
escence are pnrticnlnrly f~:vorable to relieious a·ml.kenine nnd impression, nnd 
thnt under rro:per hun·u1 effort the adolescent is led to seek thr:t .chante which 
can cor.:e alone throngh divine grace." (The Child's lleligious Life, \'/. Go 
Koons ·~;or.) IJcKinley touches ullon the snne thoueht in th(~se words"Thn 
Christian ch:l.rncter which we desire to see our youth nttain is eve:rJWhere recoQ .. 
I 
ni::ed as the e:fl1)reocence of a Christinn spirit, the t'llnifestati<.m of nn inner 
life ..... Thits bet:inning of the Christian life in the soul is itself ovel".;·-·zhere 
regarded as in sone sense a work or the·Holy S:pirit, the irTartation to n hunan 
being of e. spiritual life that dravts from the boundless deep of deit~'·" 
(Educr.tionnl Evaneelisrn, C• :E. l.:cUnely p ·17 ), 
This then, is our thesis. F..nrly adolescence witnesses normally n 
eenuine and far re:·chinc religious crisis. The rnnrkod expansion of the self, 
tho ettninr~nt of n fuller nornl re~ponsibili~J. at this t~e. brines the 
individual, in a nO'~/ sense, face to fncq with his relation to the divino order. 
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his duty to God. This rooans n I.lersonnl choice. The yonth faces a spirit- \· 
ual crisis. A rieht choice is enaier now than it will ever be again. Hence, 
these m-e :peculiarly fatefttl yer'-rs. Unless a right decision is made before 
early adolescence is over the chances that such a dec_ision will ever be Made 
gro;v rapidly less. But these nre ulso peculiarly fruitful years, years in 
which more r>eople enter uron tlte relieious life, runonc us the Christian life, 
than in any other reriod of slnilar leneth. The first great wave of religious 
interest corr.es nornally nt [.bout 12 or 13 years of ace nnd culninates at about 
15 or 16. never ngain is the individunl so open to religious impressions as 
durint:; these years. This is natures own time for dec is ion, confirnntion, 
conversion, the personnlizing of ~eligion. As to rr.ethod this is the con-
elusion of our thesis. The most appropriate and efficient nethod of leadine 
youth in this crisis period to a. free and positive choice of the religious 
life is thr t of educational evaneelisM. 
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